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Men's track team travels to Toledo
and Columbus this weekend
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Proposal calls for fee increase
The Forking and Traffic
department wants to
increase their budget by
adding money to students' general fees.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

The University's Parking and
Traffic department has proposed a
budget increase for the 1998-1999
school year.
As part of the proposal, the
department is asking that an addlUonal fee be added to students general fees. If passed by the University's budget committee students will
nave to pay an extra $13 in the fall
and $6 each semester after that.
With this additional money,
parking and traffic will be able to

expand the shuttle and parking services, according to Stacie Enriquez
of Parking and Traffic. She said If
the committee passes the proposal
additional buses and shelters will
be added, doors will be constructed
on shelters and emergency phones
will be added in the shelters.
Enriquez said the reason $13
would be added in the fall is
because of the initial start up cost
of the project. However, the amount
of this figure may be lowered
because faculty and administrative
and classified staffs will contribute
to the funding.
"It's not only students who ride
the bus. but faculty members also,"
she said.

According to Marilyn Wentland,
chair of the Parking Committee who
supports the department's budget
proposal, said the shuttle service
Isn't just used by students. She
said many others utilize the bus
service also.
"It's not Just students. We have
many prospective students and
their parents ride the shuttle," she
said.
Wentland said the proposal also
is asking for a shuttle to run to various sites off campus. She said they
are unsure of where the bus will
run because they want to work with
USG and other student organizations to identify which locations are
best.
Both Enriquez and Wentland
said what they are asking for is Just
a proposal and it is still uncertain
whether it will pass the University's
budget committee. They said if it's

passed, then the additional fees will
be added starting in the fall.
"What we have to keep in mind is
that this Is just a proposal and
nothing is set in stone." Enriquez
said. "(If the bill isn't passed) these
changes won't be done by fall but
rather phased in."
Currently, to maintain the
shuttle service, all funds come from
the parking and traffic budget.
Enriquez said. The department is
asking for additional funding
because they would like to use their
existing budget money towards
improvement of the parking areas.
Enriquez said.
She said the reason the department is proposing the money is to
address the changing needs of students and staff and reduce the budget contribution of parking and traffic.

Looking for love?

BG New» photo by Tina Bell
A student makes use of the Free Speach Zone to show his affection for nature in front of the University Union on Thursday.

Juggling work, class
pays off for student
After years of hard
work, Jae Margetson
has successfully
accomplished her
goal to work in
sports.

Campus

By PAULA MOTOLIK
The BG News

While maintaining a 40 hour
per week Job, attending class
and being involved in a number
of campus activities, one University student has managed to
conquer her dream to work in
sports.
Jae Margetson, a senior
sport management major, will
be embarking on an internship
at the Detroit Pistons on May
18.
Although this may not seem
significant to many people, for
Margetson. It is one step closer
to achieving a dream that has
taken her years to accomplish.
At 33 years of age. Margetson is the co-chair of the Sport
Management Alliance, where
she is responsible for the beginning of the year schedule, and
planning activities, and also
serves as a liaison from the
advisor to the executive board.
She is also the student Firm
President for the Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA), in which she is
responsible for finding public
relations clients.
"She has a real passion for
Journalism and sport management, and her passion shows in
her course work, and in her
leadership position within
PRSSA." Terri Rentner. assistant professor of journalism
and PRSSA advisor, said.
In her spare time, Margetson
volunteers for a variety of organizations such as the Special
Olympics.
"It is really great fun to meet
the athletes, and it helps to
appreciate what you have." she
said.
Until two weeks ago. Margetson was also working in a 40
hour per week Job. while main-

MargeUon
taining classes and a spot on
the Dean's List.
Her efforts have not gone
unnoticed. She was recognized
by the sport management
department as Sport Management Alliance Senior of the Year
and as the recipient of the Outstanding Senior Award in Sport
Management.
In order to reach her lifetime
goal of being the Director of
Community Relations for the
NBA, Margetson has had to
leave her native island of Saint
Thomas, and wait for many
years before flnding out about
the field of sport management.
'I've always had a love for
sports, but I never thought
there was a field for it." Margetson said.
After high school, she went
to college to major in medical
technology, because she had
worked in a lab for years as a
phlebotomist. a person who
draws blood. Knowing that wasn't what she really wanted to
do. she dropped out of school.
It took her six years to find
what she wanted in life and discover the field of sport management.
She began looking into the
field about four years ago while
living in Maryland, and found
seven colleges which offered the
field. Of the five she was accepted to, Bowling Green was one of
them. Based on her desire to
• See STUDENT, page five.

Berkeley alum gives $ Facility rental fees come under fire in USG meeting
for free speech cafe The Undergraduate Stu"We do not charge any
Student
The cafe will feature
rotating exibits of the
Free Speech Movement.
The Associated Press

BERKELEY. Calif. — A Unlversi
ty of California alumnus who witnessed the 1960s free speech
protests has given the Berkeley
campus $3.5 million to honor the
movement, including building a
cafe with a free speech theme.
The university that expelled the
late Mario Savio, who leaped atop a
patrol car to rally fellow students,
will set up a book fund In his
name, archive its student protests
and build the cafe, officials said
Wednesday.
Stephen Sllberstein. a graduate
who went on to co-found a computer software firm, said he made
the gift so students today would
know their campus' history.
"Mario Savio and the leaders of
the Free Speech Movement symbolize the very best of Berkeley,
surely just as our top researchers,
scholars and athletes," he said.
They are inextricably part of
Berkeley history and the Berkeley
tradition and we are proud of
that."

Savio. who died of a heart
attack in 1996. led nine months of
protests that began in 1964.
The cafe, featuring rotating
exhibits of Free Speech Movement
materials, will be built with $1.6
million of the gift as part of the
Moffitt Undergraduate Library.
"It sounds like a wonderful
place to plot righteous rebellions."
said Nadav Savio, son of the
protest leader.
Another $1.4 million will go
toward purchasing books in the
name of the Mario Savio/Free
Speech Movement Endowment.
The remaining $500,000 will be
used to preserve the Free Speech
Movement archives at the campus's Library and make them
accessible through the Internet.
Chancellor Robert M. Berdahl said.
"No one would disagree that the
Free Speech Movement had a significant role in placing the American university center stage In the
free flow of political ideals, no matter how controversial." he said.
Sllberstein. 54. Is president of
the Emeryville-based Innovative
Interfaces, which provides electronic card catalogs and other software to 700 city and university
libraries worldwide.

dent Government discusses rental fees for
on-campus organizations and the AMAC at
their meeting Monday.
By WENDY SUTO
The BG News

Student organizations may not
have to pay an extra fee whenever
their group uses certain facilities
on campus for events. The Undergraduate Student Government
unanimously voiced approval of
this bill Monday during its biweekly meeting.
Even though students are currently paying for University facilities through the general fees. Student organizations or residence
halls on campus who wish to rent
out any of the facilities for their
events and programs sometimes
have to pay an additional fee
depending on the facility and the
hours needed.
Greg Bader. Junior social studies education major and vice president of the Interfraternity Council,
believes students are already paying too much money in general fees
that go to fund recreational sports
and the athletic department.

fc

Government

!n the 1997-98 school year, a
total of $4-8 million was given to
InTercollegiate Athletics by Student
Activity Fees for grants and scholarships for athletes, as well as any
other aids and non-grants Intercollegiate Athletics needed. Out of the
total general fee allocations for the
97-98 year. Intercollegiate Athletics received 41 percent, or
$4,851,155. the highest percentage of any other service, organization or facility charges.
"When Intercollegiate Athletics
is displaced from Anderson Arena,
they go to the field house, which is
operated by Intramural Athletics."
Bader said. "(Intercollegiate Athletics) have to pay Intramural Athletics to use the facility. Basically,
they are charging each other."
Intercollegiate Athletics is
already receiving over $150,000 a
year from the University to which
they are using the money for rent
and maintaining the facilities.
Bader said they are double-charging groups to use their facilities.
At Anderson Arena, some organizations are charged a rental fee
due to the cost it takes to maintain
the arena.
There Is a rental fee at Ander-

student organization
to use any of the
facilities at the SRC
unless it is out of
regular building hours
or it requires
additional staff,"

Scott Levin
Director of the Student Recreational Center

son Arena of $40 per hour, but
that rate is negotiable depending
on the activity going on and what it
does by displacing athletic teams."
James Elsasser, assistant director
for internal affairs for athletics,
said. The reason we charge is to
keep up the facility through general maintenance."
According to Scott Levin, director of the Student Recreational
Center (SRC), students only pay
this extra fee to use the SRC if the
event extends past the normal
building hours or requires additional student staff.
"We do not charge any student
organization to use any of the facilities at the SRC unless it is out of
regular building hours or It

requires additional staff." Levin
said. "Such events in the past have
included the BIG Playground held
in February, some of the swim
meets and the after-hours pool
rentals."
Brian Hutchinson, facilities
graduate assistant at the Perry
Field House, also said they have
never charged any University student organization to use their facility for various events and programs. He also mentioned that
about $85 comes out of each student's general fees In order to operate the recreational sports facilities
on campus.
The University Union, while it
does not charge a rental fee for
student organizations to use its
ballroom and other facilities in the
Union, may sometimes charge a
small labor fee if a crew is needed
to change the layout of the ballroom should there be two events
scheduled one right after the other.
"I cannot think of one event
where we charged (student) organizations to use the ballroom. If
someone outside the University
wanted to use the ballroom for
proms, weddings or conferences,
then there is a rental charge." Jim
Treeger. associate director of the
University Union, said.
• See USG page five.
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Past holds answers for race
I started writing for this paper
about a year and a half ago when I
lelt compelled to respond to someone's claims that the National
Alliance was a great organization.
Since then, I have tried to use my
space in The News to talk about
Issues that not only affected us as
a campus, but also as human
beings In general.
For the most part. I focused on
diversity issues. When I say "diversity Issues." do not automatically
assume that I mean black/white
issues. The same Is true for multicultural Issues. Since many cultures that exist cross racial
boundaries 1 have not limited
myself to race.
Race Is a small problem compared to the whole. Some would
love for us to be so focused on the
race Issue that we overlook the
things that defy racial categories
like class and capitalism. Truth be
told, diversity and multiculturalism Include all. My column is not
for blacks only. My column is not
the "message to whites." 1 write for
all so that I can connect with all.
Some see the face and assume
that I'm going to go on and on
about the oppression of my people.
There's more to learn. I came lo
this university, and for a minute,
thought 1 was home. I felt like this
was the best place In the world
because I could leave my door
unlocked and my TV would still be
there when I got back. 1 wondered

what people were complaining
about because I thought BG was
all that.
Then I started to see and feel
racism. I'm talking about meeting
people who had no clue about me
as a person. All they knew was
stereotypes and judged me according to those. I started to see how
this campus and this town were
not suited to meet the needs of
students of color like It was for
while students. Time and time
again people try to deny this, but I
challenge them to survey the people of color on this campus to find
out the real deal.
1 started to see how the treatment of other people of color (nonblack) was related to my own. I
saw a lot of American pride in the
sense that It was all about America. To hell with the foreigners. I'm
talking about the mentality that
gets people calling the US. "America" when It Is only part of the true
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Currently there are several faculty searches being conducted
within the College of Musical Arts. One such search Is for an assistant professor of music education, the person also serves as the
assistant director of bands and the director of the Falcon Marching
Band.
One candidate for this position is Thomas Rohrer, the current
assistant director of bands. In his five years at Bowling Green State
University. Rohrer has distinguished himself as an outstanding
music educator, motivator and band director. He Is known throughout the college for being one of the most accessible faculty, as his
office door Is usually open.
The Falcon Marching Band has grown in size and has become
well-known and respected for upbeat and entertaining half time
shows and concert performances. Under Dr. Rohrer's direction, the
spring concert band has become know for Its excellent muslcallty
and ability to perform some of the most difficult and demanding literature written for concert band. His classes, such as low brass
techniques and marching band techniques, are regarded as some of
the best music education courses for preparing aspiring educators
for real world positions in music education.
Having experienced Rohrer's immense knowledge of music, excellent rehearsal techniques, motivational skills and willingness to
reach out lo individual students, we feel he Is the most qualified candidate. His dedication, trademark enthusiasm for music and BGSU.
as well as service lo the University cannot be replaced. We ask the
administration of the College of Music Arts to make the right choice.
Music Education Students:
Bradley Leyrer
Jordan Si had
Christina Lijana
Amanda Wilson
James Stephens
Christopher Ross
Jennifer llishmeh
Carey Elsass
Krisln Dickmann
Shauna Holohan

Penny Brown
Tony Cavallario

Senior
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore

. Special Projects Editor
. .Assistant Opinion Editor

Tom Dcnk

Eric kucblcr
Dawn Chrise
Dcnisc Domanski
R> an Johnson
Stephanie Schneider

. .Assistant Entertainment Editors
. .Assistant Copy Chiefs
. .Assistant Sports Editor
. .Assistant Graphics Editor

Copyright C 1998, The IG Newt, Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and
is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG Newt. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor In Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.

Today's edition was designed and edited by
Brandon Wray, Associate Editor
He can be reached at (419) 372-6966
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tures. It's time lo gel busy.
With all this, who has time to
write a weekly column? Not I. I will
be too busy searching for one unified love. Justice, intelligence,
equality, respect and success.
Although it's been a wonderful
outlet and a huge networking
opportunity. I will not continue as
a columnist next year. Instead. 1
will concentrate more on fixing the
problems I've brought to the table
every week.
One thing that I would like to
make clear before I go Is that I do
NOT hate white people. Anyone
who knows me will tell you that I
am one of the most inclusive people you'll ever meet. I choose to
bypass all the sugar coated bull
and talk about real problems. True
U.S. history involves a lot of misconduct by whites. I have never
blamed the whites of today of the
actions of the whites in the past. I
only blame the whites of today who
wish to continue those actions.
I believe that in order for us to
move forward we do not have to
dwell on the past. We don't need
white people who are all bent out
of shape about the actions of their
ancestors. We do need to learn
from the past, not live there. In
order to know what not to do In the
future.
Angry... me? Hell yeah!
Derrick Jones (s the Thursday
columnist for The News

by Jason Lady Letters to the Editor policy
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America. America Is Canada, Mexico. Brazil. Colombia and many
other places. We are the United
States. Yet the same thinking that
brought Manifest Destiny have us
claiming America as our own.
In writing about these things,
I've been able lo dialogue with
many interesting people. Some
had beautiful words of encouragement. Some had honest concerns
and opinion. Some were Just plain
screwed up In the head (this
Includes the "go back lo Africa"
and anonymous call people).
I would like to thank every one
who has ever taken the time out to
write me. Whether your Intent was
positive or negative I appreciate
your voice. To those of you (who I
can literally count on one hand)
who I never got the chance to reply
to. I thank you now. I was always
happy to meet another person who
said they read my work and even
more excited if they said they liked
It.
I'm looking forward to next year
(my last year) at BG because I plan
to be involved with some of the
most anticipated events In the free
speech zone since Brother Jed. I
will be teaming up with many students who are dedicated to fighting
Injustices together in harmony. In
order to fight Injustice, you need to
take action. You will see us all over
the place taking action. We all
know the problems so It's time to
move on to solutions. No more lec-
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The BG News encourages readers'
input to discuss topics of interest in
the BGSU community. If you would like
lo have something printed in The BG
News, we offer you two formats.
■ Letters to (he Editor. Letters are to
be less than 500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pages).
■ Guest Columns, Longer pieces
(between 800-900 words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic
relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major,
academic class and phone number
(phone numbers are for verification
only and will not be published). If you
are not a BGSU student, please provide
your position and affiliation with the
University or community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in on a Macintoshcompatible disk are preferred. Bring
the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or email us at bgnews#bgnet bgsu.edu. Be
prepared to show valid identification
upon receipt of letter. Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given and the editorial board
deems anonymity is In the proper
interests of the writer.
Space limitations may prevent The
News from printing all letters
received. The News reserves the right
to edit any and ail inters. The Editorial
Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.

GenXers define themselves
LINCOLN. Neb. (U-W1RE) —
Who would have thought the
nefarious Generation X would
start taking over so soon?
Or that they would even want
to? The GenXers were supposed to
be the slackers, the losers, the
cynics and the drifters.
Represented by the 45 million
born In America between roughly
1961 and 1977. the GenXers were
characterized as a lost generation,
wandering neck-deep In ennui and
apocalyptic nihilism, bobbing aimlessly toward a vacant future.
All the hype started a few years
ago, about the time that grungerock was exploding. The Generation
X
stereotype
became
omnipresent in the media and
advertising, dominating pop-culture Imagery and iconography. The
state of hipness was delegated
through movies, marketing and
Rolling Stone.
The very label Generation X Is a
negative one. Implying uncertainty
and anonymity.
The GenXers were supposed to
be disillusioned and hopeless —
the slackers, cynics and drifters
Typical GenXers were portrayed
basically as hedonistic, concertseeking. OK-Cola-swllling stoners,
still living with their parents and
with little hope of ever having a
career or a life.
Coffee houses. pseudo-Intellectuality and Janeane Garofalo
became the new symbols of status
and coolness, and knee-jerk Irony
became the new attitude.
However, typical GenXers of
today are smart, hip. overeducated. underpaid poverty Jet-setters
They may not have much money,
but they manage to move around.
Todays young adults define
themselves by sheer divergence. So

They're flocking to technology
traditional American work ethics
out of spite — traditional attitudes start-ups and founding successful
about the workplace are a useless small business that actually make
hindrance in the modern work- good use of a fragmenting economy.
place.
The GenXers might be viewed
The sort of Job security and
career building of the past Is gone. as the pioneers of a new economy,
The corporations have "downsized" supporting themselves in ways
and now rely significantly on con- that are less wasteful, more sustracted employees or temporary tainable and more spiritually fulworkers in order to avoid paying filling.
for retirement and health care.
It's summed up by the slogan
Manpower Is now the largest on the Eddie Bauer shopping bags:
private employer in the United
what happened to the disillu- States, and many of the people "Never confuse having a career
sioned, lazy baby-busters who who devoted themselves to the with having a life." If GenXers are
were supposed to typify the new firm have been booted out on the disillusioned. It's not without
cause.
generation of knee-jerk Irony and street without a pension.
For starters, this generation
the pose of repose?
More and more Americans have
It's becoming clear thai the first no choice but to work at lousy ser- experienced the toll of divorce —
X-rays of Generation X were mis- vice Jobs such as Wal-Mart or 40 percent of this generation's
young adults have spent time In a
understood and distorted.
McDonald s just to support them- single-parent home by the age of
Characterized as unfocused selves.
16.
and confused, more and more
Worrying about the future can
This Is the generation that grew
GenXers lately are proving them- now be a major source of stress.
selves to be confident, savvy, The Job market Is now In constant up in the Reagan/Bush years, with
determined and independent. flux, making It difficult. If not the very real threat of thermonuclear Armageddon. AIDS became a
What happened Is that the 20
Impossible, to make long-range devastating national crisis as they
somethlngs have learned to cope.
plans for the future.
were reaching adolescence.
If the 20-somelhlngs entered
So many opt out of the rat race
This generation witnessed the
the decade facing a floundering Job entirely. What on the surface
market, did they deserve to be appears to be apathetic hedonism space shuttle explosion, soaring
national debt, bankrupt social
labeled dazed and confused?
or laziness may actually represent
security, urban deterioration,
Between 1979 and 1995. some a well-lnlormed choice.
gangs, crack, junk bonds, holes
43 million American Jobs were lost
GenXers may see themselves as
through corporate downsizing.
lifelong Job hoppers Instead of In the ozone layer and Dan
Newly created Jobs paid less company loyalists, but at the same Quayle.
The 20-somethlngs grew up In a
and offered far fewer benefits and time, they profess far greater satisless security.
faction from their work than their period of dynamically shifting
social and economic structures:
Sharp cutbacks In federal elders.
grants since 1981 mean that one
Instead of devoting their lives to latchkey kids who could use comof three students must work and their careers and the firm, wearing puters before they could write In
a coat and tie to work every day, cursive.
attend school at the same time.
They're taking control, much
The challenge so many 20- 20-somethings live their lives more
sooner than expected and much
somethlngs face Is finding a Job In inventively.
They have become a generation more creatively.
a fragmenting workplace while
Anthony Cotman is a guest
avoiding being crushed by their of creativity and entrepreneurial
spirit, utilizing new technologies columnist and writes for the Daily
college loan repayments.
Nebraskan (U. Nebraska).
GenXers are not Just rejecting and new forms of consumerism.

Jim Good

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Humor Columnist
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We need the widest exposure we
can and we are hoping the audience will be there.
*>
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PEOPLE ON
THE STREET

Denny Lynch.
Wendy's restaurant spokesman
regarding Wendy's launching a new sandwich special during the Seinfeld finale.

Today's Question: "How are
you planning
to prepare for
finals?"

Age-old tricks
I'm not young anymore and il is Immediately obvious. The thinning hair, double chin
and furry growth of hair In my ears are lestl
mony to that. Afflictions have begun to beset
me that are reserved only for the middle-aged
and elderly. Also, my views and beliefs have
changed drastically Since being a young
whippersnapper in my twenties. So. how
does a person know If they are old? Likewise,
how does someone know if they are young?
YOU KNOW YOU ARE OLD WHEN:
1. A night on the town at the bars is more
torture than pleasure.
2. You used to have a little-black-book full
of hot numbers but now your datebook Is the
TV Guide. You can't wait for the weekend to
watch 'Candid Camera" on Friday nights and
"Cash Explosion" and "Cops" on Saturday
niuhis
3. You involuntarily make grunting and
gasping noises when getting Into and out of a
chair. You remember when those noises used
to be reserved only for the bedroom.
4. Passing gas is more of a necessity than
a hilarity.
5. Metamucil and other constipation medicines arc always available In your cupboard
next to antacids and soothing balms.
6. No matter how many times you see It.
college kid's clothes, hair, tattoos and body
piercings always shock you.
7. You are always having back trouble and
consider getting out of lied as your workout
for the day.
8. Your butt and back start sprouting pimples and other such unsightly blemishes
much too often.
9. You realize vnu weren't as smart as you
thought you were in your twenties. In fact,
you realize you don't know much at all.
10. When you went to college, your rcsi
dencc hall was called a dorm All il had was
a bed and a c hall
11. You can i eal certain roods after 7 p.m.
for fear of scary dreams and heart lailure.
12 You dcin'l have lo set your alarm clock
because you always wake up early anyway.
YOU KNOW YOU ARE YOUNG WHEN:
I You wen Til around for Charles Manson
bin Idolize Marilyn Manson.
2. You can't imagine your parents having
sex. In fact, the thought of vour goofy dad
getting aroused and sexually inskv sickens
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Michael Gray
Junior
Psychology
"Copious amounts
of alcohol."

"Most of my finals
are projects that I
will finish last
minute."

Got an idea for a "People
on the Street" quention?
E-mail us at
"bs;newfeb(net.bK>u".
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UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Events" in a aervic* lo our reader* borrowed dully via the Uni1 mHy web page. The calendar of
event* on the web pane ha* a more rompletr listing of event* and can be i rewted through "www.bgtu.edu".

Friday, 5/1/98
Book buy-back (8 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
University Bookstore
Cap and gown distribution
(8 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
University Bookstore.
Don't forget to register for your fall
1998 classes (8 a.m.)
Star-90 Registration System or 110
Administration Bldg. Don't lorgei to register
for your Fall Semester 1998 classes prior to
going home for the summer. Open reglstra
lion Is currently going on from now until
May 8. 1998. (Picture ID must be presented if coming In person.)
Thesis exhibitions
(10 a.m.- 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Uber Brian and
Willard Wankelman Galleries. Fine Arts Center. Grad
uale and undergraduate student thesis exhibitions are on dis
play. Free.

you.

3. Your hair and clothing change style
faster than the life expectancy of a bologna
sandwich in the grasp of a hungry hobo.
4 The words "like" and "cool" are used in
almost every sentence, especially when. like,
not necessary.
5. You don't care about the immediate
future except for when the next dimcr's night
Is at the local lavcrn.
6. You never got to see Pete Rose sliding
Into third base on his belly. You know him
only as a convicted, gambling felon
7. You can slay up past midnight and
sleep past noon — and then do il again the
next day
8. You think you know everything but constantly prove to others you don't.
!> People HI their 30s seem ancient to you.
10. You can borrow money from your parents and grandparents without feeling like a
complete failure.
II You've never heard ol Alari. Packman.
Pong and Frogger.
12. You dress in 70s clothing because It Is
the "in" thing lo do. This horrifies those that
dressed like thai In the '70s. We did it only
because we didn't know any better.
So ends another semester of silliness. And
since I've never preached to anyone before,
let me do it Just this one time. Don't take
yourself loo seriously. Do this by filling the
air and your heart with that one Irue miracle
God gave us — laughter.

Spirit day
(10 a.m. - 1 p.m.)
Union Oval. The BGSU
Electric Falcon will be on display. University Dining Services will be serving free
lemonade and popcorn, so
attendees can enjoy the out
doors, grab a quick snack,
and check out the Electric
Falcon race car "In person."
Door prizes will also be available. Co-sponsored by BGSU
Facilities Services. University
Dining Services, the College of
Technology, and the Office of
the President. For additional
Information, contact 419/3720467.
Softball at Kent (DH) (2 p.m.)
Kent. Ohio. The Falcons begin the regular season's final weekend with two games
against the Golden Flashes

The Wetlands: legal, environmental
and economic issues
(3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.)
4000 Business Administration Bldg..
Panel discussion featuring Dr. Nancy
Kubasek (Legal Studies department),
Michelle Grigore (Environmental
Studies department) and Dr. Peter
Vanderhart (Economics department).
Sponsored by Economics Club. For
more Information, contact Dr. Mary
Ellen Benedict. 119/372-8221.
Planetarium show (8 p.m.)
Planetarium.
Dinosaur Light: An
adventure trip in
time and space. SI
donation suggested.

, .

ttorr. A0a^"

Darren Liderbauch
Senior
Creative Writing

Chris Packard
Junior
Biology

Dave French
Junior
Int'l Studies

"Getting a lot of
sleep, alcohol and
drugs."

"Wait until last
minute and then
review all material
I've learned."

"Go out tonight.

OHIO Weather
Friday, May 1
Accuweathcr* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Saturday,
5/2/98
Test prep:
LSAT
(9 a.m. - 1 p.m.)
101
Psychology
Building. Score better on
the l-SAT. Review test materials with
experienced instructors in order to
perform better and increase eligibility for Graduate Assistant
Awards Exam available In both computer adaptive test (CAT) and paper
form. Meets Saturdays through May
16 and on May 30. Fee. Deadline to
register is April 17. Call Continuing
Education. 419/372-8181.
Book buy-back (8 a.m. - 5
p.m.)
University Bookstore.
Cap and gown distribution
(9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
University Bookstore.
Thesis exhibitions (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard Wankelni.HI Galleries, Fine Arts Center.
BGSU Baseball vs. Akron (DH)
(1 p.m.)
Bowling Green, Ohio (Steller Field).

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at The University. We at The BG Sewn consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those
of our staff. Have a nice day.

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS
corrf-'Sr&on

Mia Osherow
Sophomore
Theater

$2000 Tuition
Reimbursement!!

W.VA.

TTTT
\ v \ s> \ KY.

L

| Portsmouth | 6B |
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Showers T-slorms Rain Flumes Snow
Via Associated Press Grapt*csH*t

Ice

Sunny Pi Cloudy Cloudy

TODAY'S
WEATHER
Today:

Saturday:

Mild, a few storms.

Mild, cloudy and
sprinkles.

High: 69

Low:

51

High: 67

Low: 47

A Summer Job
Soaked with Opportunity.

!•" - -.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster • Across from Wendy's
•
•
•
•

2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths
washer and dryer in each building
range, refrigerator
new dishwashers

• new microwaves
• gas heal, electric air
• individual electric meter

"Call-We'll meet you there."

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple • 352-9378 • Hours: 8-4:30
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, lockar room, weight room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantees

Medical miracles
KAr.Ix
start with research I can keep your love alive

Come join the team at United Parcel Service on
our midnight Shift!! Work 10:30 pm to 3:00 am
Monday-Friday. Average 17.5 to 23 hours a week.
Earn S8.50/$9.50 an hour with health benefits and
$$$ to help you through school. Tuition reimbursement applies to the midnight shift only. Call
419-891-6820 for more information.
EOE

No doubt you'll have a great time at Cedar Point this
summer. Why not get paid for it? Sunshine, fresh air,
plenty of friendly people, and great pay-What better
way to spend your summer? we even offer tow-cost
housing for eligible employees. So why
not get to the Point and soak up all
the opportunities waiting for you?
Campus Ambassadors are on hand at
your school For on-campus interview
Information call 1-800-668-JOBS today.
Wrwt's Lif6 '' V*1 never <)ct to the POMlt?
Ctar Mr, LP© 1998

""""" '""-''P""' «*"
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WIRE WATCH

Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966

Shootings by students raise
alertness at nations schools
The Associated Press
complied from wire reports

■ SHOOTING

Gunman opens fire at party, one dead
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — A masked gunman fired through a front window at a residence near Tennessee State University early today, killing
one student and seriously wounding two others.
Officers said more than 20 people were inside attending a party. No
one was immediately arrested.
Police said the gunman indiscriminately opened fire with a rifle
shortly after 1:30 a.m. Sgt. Charles Griffin said the motive for the
shootings is unknown.
The dead student was identified as Hershel J. King. 21. of Chicago.
Fellow students Cicely E. Mitchell. 21. of Dyersburg. Tenn.. and John
W. Hart. 23, of Houston were taken to Vanderbilt University Medical
Center. Their conditions were not immediately available.
■ AUTOPSY

McDougal death ruled as natural, despite
abnormal Prozac level
DALLAS — Imprisoned Whitewater figure James B. McDougal had
ingested an abnormal amount of the antidepressant drug Prozac
before he died, but it did not cause his death, a medical examiner said
today.
McDougal died from heart failure March 8 while he was In solitary
confinement at the Federal Medical Center in Fort Worth. He was 57
and had been in ill health for some time. Tarrant County Medical
Examiner Nizam Peerwani ruled the death was from natural causes.
"In our opinion, there Is no indication of foul play, no Indication of
poisons." he said today. "We are pretty confident that he died of natural causes."
McDougal's Prozac dosage in prison had been about three times the
usual amount of 20 milligrams dally, the medical examiner said.
"Anything above therapeutic levels is toxic, when a patient begins
exhibiting symptoms." Peerwani said. "But Prozac Is considered a safe
drug and this was not in the lethal range."
Peerwani said he did not know McDougal's psychiatric history and
could not explain why the prison and medical facility staff administered such a large dosage to treat his depression.
Peerwani said that toxicology tests ordered on McDougal's blood
and a tests on tissues took more than a month. "We were studying all
different types of possible causes; we looked for heavy metal poisons
and that took some time." he said.
■ AWARDS

Hefner, Steinem inducted into Hall of Fame
NEW YORK — After more than a generation on opposing sides in
the gender wars. Hugh Hefner and Gloria Steinem entered the American Society of Magazine Editors' Hall of Fame together. They smiled
but did not acknowledge each other directly.
"It's like a conservationist being given an award with a head of a
Ornber company." Steinem. 64, said before Wednesday's National Magazine Awards.
• Hefner. 72. created Playboy, known for its pictorials of nude
women. Steinem is co-founder of Ms., the feminist magazine. Earlier,
as a young writer, Steinem wrote a critical article about her experiences as a bunny in a Playboy Club in 1963.
: Time's Frank Lalli. president of the magazine society, said Hefner
and Steinem were inducted because of their lasting impact on society.
"If you get it down to one word to describe their impact, it's freedom
4- freedom for men sexually and for women in society."
; New Yorker Editor Tina Brown said it was a "master stroke" that
both were inducted together.
"It's a statement that there's diversity and free speech in the marUet of ideas and that both can prosper." she said.
■ ROBBERY

One dead, three wounded in bank robbery
■ CARMEL. Ind. — One person was shot to death today in a bank
robbery and at least three others were wounded.
j The robbery happened at a Key Bank in this suburb north of Indianapolis. At least one robber fled with an undisclosed amount of
money.
Three people were taken to Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis,
according to Janet Uhrick. a spokeswoman for Carmel Police. They
were in serious condition, she said. She confirmed that one person
was dead.

DINING
SERVICES

The Associated 1'iv.s
BOSTON — On some days the
harbor view from One Financial
Center isjust a little bit better than
others — by about a quarter inch.
It seems the 46-story office
tower is having some ups and
downs lately as workers tunnel

DINING
SERVICES

CJoses

Kreischer
-Sundial Food Court
-Shadows Snack Bar
-Silver River Cafe

Closed 7:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998
Closed Midnight Tuesday, May 5, 1998
Closed 10:30pm Friday, May 1, 1998

Founders
-Keepers Food Court
-Keepers Snack Bar

Closed 2:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998
Closed Midnight Tuesday, May 5, 1998

Commons
-Main Dining
-Chily's Express

Closed 6:30pm Thursday, May 7, 1998
Closed 2:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998

McDonald
-Main Dining
-Towers West
-GT Deli
-GT Express

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

T"

Associated Press photo
Scenes like this memorial in Edinboro, Penn. are becoming more common as the number
of shootings by juveniles increases
are "taking aggressive moves
because we assume nothing
today." said Police Chief John W.
O'Donnell. "and because of what's
going on throughout the country."
—In Hanover. Pa., two boys,
ages 14 and 17. posted a note in a
high school corridor demanding
administrators give them S500 or
they would "open fire" on students
and teachers. The note also
praised the two boys arrested in
the Jonesboro shootings. The
Hanover youths were charged with
making terroristic threats and
expelled.
—In Mars. Pa., two seventhgrade boys were suspended and a
dance planned for this Friday was
postponed after a "hit list" of
teachers was found scawled in a
student newsletter Alarmed teachers had balked at chaperoning the
dance.
—In Ebensburg. Pa., two 12year-old boys were suspended
Monday and ordered to undergo
counseling after school officials
found a note in which they threatened to kill seven classmates. They
said it was a joke.

2:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998
6:30pm Friday, May 1, 1998
11:00pm Tuesday, May 5, 1998
2:00pm Friday, May 8, 1998

beneath the city in the nation's
largest highway project.
When work crews pumped out
water beneath the foundation to
help build a tunnel, the building
sank ever so slightly. When the
water level rose, so did the building.
Project officials say there's
nothing to fear, but don't tell that
to Nancy Powell.
"Some people are very nervous
about it. For others it's Just a
curiosity." said Powell, a legal sec-

said Kenneth S. Trump, president
of National School Safety and
Security Services, a Cleveland consulting firm that provides security
training.
Teachers still get more training
to cope with fire and tornadoes
than to deal with gun-wielding
adolescents. Trump said.
Educators are advised to investigate verbal threats, violent outbursts, suicidal remarks and previous aggression toward people,
objects or animals.
"People used to ignore kids who
said they'd kill somebody," said
Lawrence Gray, press secretary to
Attorney General Winston Bryant.
"Usually it'll be a classmate who
will hear them. The kids will be in
a position to know more than you
or me."
Trump said even the best
preparation cannot completely
eliminate violence in schools. But
tragedies like Edinboro. Jonesboro. West Paducah and Pearl can
be averted, he said, if adults act on
student threats — and keep their
guard up.

bor Tunnel project.
The building sank after construction crews began pumping
water from under the building's
concrete foundation in July 1996
to prepare for digging above one of
the city's subways.
Over nine months, the water
table dropped 45 feet and the
building sank one-quarter Inch.
When the pumping was stopped in
February 1997. the water began to
rise and the building rose Just over
a tenth of an inch.

(Too many to list)
Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
HOUSING

0»»OKTuiiiir

Closed 2:00pm Wednesday, May 6, 1998

retary who works on the 39th floor.
The Joke is. if you work on the
20th floor, now you work on the
19th."
Officials with the Big Dig. an
SI 1 billion underground highway
project cutting through the city,
say the small rise and drop was
expected.
"Nothing happened at One
Financial Center that was not
planned for and not designed for."
said Terry Brown, a spokesman
with the Central Artery/Third Har-

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

lOUAl

I

—In Spokane. Wash., a suggested list of teachers to be killed was
found scribbled on a middle school
bathroom door Tuesday. Normally,
said Superintendent Gary Livingston, the graffiti would simply
be washed away. This time, officials took photos for evidence and
are trying to identify the scribbler.
I think those kinds of things
have always been happening, that
a kid gets mad at a teacher and
writes a nasty note." Livingston
said. "You've got to think twice
about it now."
Educators cannot afford to
assume student threats are mere
bravado, said Pamela Rlley. executive director of the Center for the
Prevention of School Violence, a
research clearing house set up in
Raleigh. N.C.. in 1993.
"It can happen any place, anywhere, anytime." Rlley said. "Safe
school planning is a necessity for
every school in the country. We've
got to work upstream rather than
waiting for something to happen."
Emergency preparation has not
kept pace with the worrisome
trend toward violence in schools.

Building elevated by workers

University Dining Services
End of the Semester Closing Schedule

Harshman
-The Galley Snack Bar

C

The teacher had Just broken up
a gym class scuffle when one
steaming 13-year-old blurted out a
threat to kill any kid who came
near him. Official reaction was
swift.
Topeka, Kan., school police and
the school district psychologist sat
him down for a grilling, and officers questioned his mother at
home to make sure no guns were
handy.
How times have changed.
Had the student mouthed off a
couple years ago. said principal
Steve Roberts, he likely would have
gotten off with a hallway lecture.
Across the country, edgy educators like Roberts are paying closer
attention to student threats of violence, and kids who menace others
Increasingly risk suspension,
expulsion or even arrest.
It's part of t\\e fallout from
Pearl. Miss.; West Paducah. Ky.;
Jonesboro. Ark. and Edinboro. Pa.
"These aren't Just kids' and
these aren't Just Idle threats." said
Jim Gilchrist. security director for
Topeka schools.
"You have to pay attention."
added Roberts. "Four incidents
involving 11 deaths and 25 wounded — that's- a lot."
Topeka school police determined the boy hadn't understood
the implications of his angry outburst, and Roberts and the mother
agreed to keep their eyes on him.
He was not arrested.
But last month in Lone Oak.
Ky.. a high school senior was
arrested after threatening to kill
his baseball coach for not putting
him in the starting lineup.
"I didn't intend to do anything
like I said." Grant Gagnon, 18, told
reporters as he was handcuffed.
"He won't play me. This stuff about
killing him — I was Just Joking."
Schools aren't laughing. Just
this spring:
—In Klamath Falls. Ore., two
middle school girls were suspended after classmates overheard
them discussing whom they would
kill in a Jonesboro-type ambush.
—In Ryan. Okla . two 15-yearold boys were arrested for threatening to bomb their high school
and kill a teacher.
—In Narragansett. R.I.. a 17year-old student smashed a cup
against a blackboard when counselors asked about his threat to kill
three female classmates. He was
charged with disorderly conduct
and removed from classes pending
psychological examination. Police

(across from Taco Bell)
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STUDENT
Continued from page one.

sport management, said.

travel. Margetson decided on the
University because she had never
been to the midwest and was interested in this part of the country.
"1 commend her efforts to come
back and pursue a degree." Rentner said.
Margetson attributes her hard
work to being afraid of being stuck
in the life she had three and a half
years ago. Also, she contributes
skills and abilities to her sense of
accomplishment.
"Jae is very professional in
Interaction and has been since the
first time I met her." Jacquelyn
Cuneen. associate professor of

Margetson loves to talk to people and help them as much as possible, while at the same time learning for herself as weU. As for her
fellow classmates, she feels that
she has a lot to contribute.
"I can offer a different perspective, and I'm a lot more tolerant
because of what I have seen over
the years." Margetson said.
Her advice to others Is not to be
afraid to pursue their dreams.
'Surround yourself with positive people, activities and develop
goals, then work towards them."
she said. "Sometimes it takes
longer, so don't give up."

USG
Continued from page one.

According to Kevin Hussey.
president-elect of USO. USG gets
charged a fee to use their meeting
room in Olscamp Hall each year.
He said sororities and fraternities
get charged a rental fee by IntercoUegiate Athletics to hold philanthropies In Anderson Arena. He
said USG will first identify specific
areas before letting the administration know how the students feel
about double-charging.
In other matters Monday. USG
also unanimously backed a pro-

Associated Press photo
Workers in Idaho are cleaning up flood debris brought by El Nino. The West has excperienced more rainfall this year due to the
weather phenomenon.

El Nino's rains cause growth in deserts
other problems across the West.
Fire Is next on the list.
"It's a typical El Nino weather
BOISE, Idaho - Rain and snow
from El Nino has turned the pattern, putting a lot of moisture
desert green, dampening the into the southern portion of the
threat of an early wildfire season country," said Lorraine Buck, assistant chief for external affairs
this year in the Southwest.
Yet if all that grass dries up, it at the center, which coordinates
could be a long, hot summer for fire suppression for the nation.
"There are not many fire starts
firefighters. And the outlook isn't
any better for the Northwest, there because of that precipitawhich had a relatively dry win- tion," she said. "In New Mexico
ter, the National Interagency and Arizona, we're getting close
to monsoon season, so there
Fire Center said Wednesday.
El Nino has been blamed for would be even more rain there."
In Arizona, some are warily
flooding, drought, tornadoes,
mosquitoes and any number of watching the growth of a rich
The Associated Press
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green carpet of grass in the
desert.
"It is not going to be a pretty
scene," said Ken Taylor, manager of Maricopa County's
McDowell Mountain Park, north
of Scottsd.'.le.
Winter weather was fairly dry
in Montana, northern Idaho,
Washington and the Great Lakes
area.
"There is more potential for a
mild drought there this summer," Buck said. "If that is followed by lightning, thunderstorm activity, there's a real
possibility for wildfires."

Typically, the burning season
kicks off in the Southeast. By last
Friday, 326 blazes were reported
in that region, burning only about
3,600 acres.
Last year, the United States
had 66,000 fires over 2.8 million
acres. That is an average season
overall, but 1 million of those
acres were scorched by Alaskan
blazes that ran through the
spring and summer.
In the last decade, 1996 was the
most severe season. More than 6
million acres were charred by
96,000 fires nationwide.

posal for MAC schools to gather
together a few times a year to discuss important issues relevant to
the universities.
This bill ratified the constitution
of the Association of MAC schools,
officially declaring themselves
active Association of Mid-American
Conference (AMAC) members.
AMAC has been formed to provide
a forum of active diversity, equality
and expression for students. The
schools will benefit from the communication held between the different MAC schools.

Flynt surrenders on
obscenity charges
The Assoi i.ilvd Press

CINCINNATI - Hustler publisher Larry Flynt. who has been challenging authorities by selling racy
magazines and videos at his downtown bookstore, surrendered today
on obscenity charges.
He was released on his own recognizance and said he planned to
visit his store this afternoon to
sign books and magazines.
"I'm looking forward to the trial.
I'm not looking forward to the
bureaucracy." said Flynt. seated in
his gold-plated wheelchair as he
was rolled into the Hamilton County Courthouse to be fingerprinted.
A 15-count felony indictment
charges Flynt and his brother.

Jimmy Flynt. with violating Ohio
law by selling sexually explicit
videotapes — Including to a 14year-old boy. They could face up to
24 years in prison.
Twenty-one years ago Larry
Flynt was convicted of pandering
obscenity for selling Hustler in
Hamilton County. The 1977 conviction was thrown out on appeal
and he was never retried.
Until Flynt opened his bookstore last October, the magazine
was not available in the city
because other vendors said they
feared prosecution. Flynt. who is
based in Los Angeles, said he
believes that the sex videotapes
sold at his store are protected by
the First Amendment.

Applications are now available for
summer and fall News staff. They can
be picked up in 210 West Hall.

BGSU Baseball

Alpha Phi Seniors

RE Management still has apartments available for
Fall 1998. Stop in and check out our listings.

JanBraiin

Campus Manor
615 Second St.
701 Fourth St.
640 Eighth St.

Pinny Brown
J«mfa Faaaatt

vs.
Akron

%£2

MalMa Flahar
Danl Flthlay
Elian Lang
Hilary MunA
Erin Paul

f*i^

Barbara Sehnatzar

Students admitted PREE with valid BGSU ID

Best Wishes!!!
Farm* a Wan4..Fa*tw a alatar..
Feraw an Al»ha Phi

wM

aMU-MJUJMHtl
Dr. John Stone
Noted physician, poet, and author

Wed., May 6
9AM-10AM

CHOPPED STEAK
COMBO
1/3 Hi Certified Angus Beef Chopped Steak
wttbyour choice « potato ana Ho crane
and includo Sundae Bar.

University of Findloy
Ritz Auditorium
Free & Open to the Public!
Dr. Stone was recently featured in
a front page article in The Wall
Street Journal. You 'II be delighted
by his informal, yet eloquent
speaking style!

Dr. Stone s visit is being sponsored
by Physicians Plus Urgent Core
Center/Medical Mall.

P

PHimCIANS
m
PLUS

STEAK & SEAFOOD

A division of the Blanc-hard Valley Health Association

1544.EWooster • 352-0461 W
■

>

315
825
841
313
138

N. Main St.
Third St.
Eighth St.
N. Main
1/2 N. Main

317
733
755
777

N. Main
Manville
Manville
Manville

113 Railroad St.
352-9302
(next to Kinko's)
Mon-Fri 8-5 Sat 8-12

Maradrrh Long

(Doublelieader)

Saturday & Sunday
1:00
Steller Field

Stop monkeying around!

'JiafVivR*- Til

University Dining Services
^^

PRESENTS A

Graduation Day
Brunch
Buffet
Saturday, May 9, 1998
10 am to 1 pm
Kreischer Silver River Cafe
Cost: $7.95 per person
nrT-i For reservations contact the
Kreischer Sundial Food Court at 372-9326
Monday-Friday 9 am -5 pm
Buffet Items Include:
^^P W^ Assorted Juices
fl &1 Coffee, Tea, Milk
7^^ Carbonated Beverages
0
Scrambled Eggs
Home Fried Potatoes
Bacon/Sausage
Dollar Size Pancakes with
Cherry Topping or Syrup
Muffins, Sweet Rolls and Bagels
Chicken Fettucini Primavera
Bread Sticks
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Springer loses fight: no more fights Survey: teens today
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - The producers of
"The Jerry Springer Show"
agreed Thursday to edit out the
fistfights, the chair-throwing and
all the other violence on the nation's top-rated daytime talkshow.
The agreement came after a
meeting with community activists in Chicago who staged a
Springer boycott and denounced
his fists-flying program as a pornographic slugfest.
"It's a wake-up call for television," the Rev. Michael Pfleger
said after meeting for 2 hours
with Springer executives and
management at Fox Broadcasting's WFLD-TV in Chicago.

"This kind of trash television has
got to go."
The agreement comes after a
tumultuous week for the show:
Former guests said they were
coached and the fights staged.
The show was dropped by NBC's
Chicago affiliate because of its
tawdriness. WFLD quickly
picked it up but also became the
target of Pfleger's boycott. And
the show's producers ordered
Springer to tone down the violence.
Now, the violence will vanish
completely, Studios USA Network, the show's producer and
distributor, said in a statement.
"Studios USA and WFLD met
today with members of Chicago's
religious community to discuss

concerns regarding "The Jerry
Springer Show.' Studios USA
confirmed that it will eliminate
all physical violence from the series," the statement said.
Pfleger said producers also
agreed to edit out fights in shows
that have already been filmed
but not aired - leaving some to
predict Springer viewers will be
watching an hour of blank television screens.
"I dont know what's going to
be left," laughed media analyst
and talk-show researcher Chris
Ryan.
In its early years, the 7-yearold show actually focused on talk,
and violence "was kind of the
dessert," Ryan said. "Now it's the
whole meat of the show."

Laurie Fried, a spokeswoman
for the show, said Springer was
traveling and unavailable for
comment.
Pfleger said that while the violence was his main concern, he
also urged the producers to tone
down the show's "nudity, the degradation of women, the obscenity."
"They believe that when this
(violent) element stops, the others will stop with it," Pfleger
said. "I think we will see a
different show.'
"This is a major victory for
us," Selma Brown of the Community Renewal Society told
about 20 protesters who had
picketed outside WFLD during
the meeting.

Last 'Seinfeld'commands high ad prices
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Advertisers can
be sure of one thing when it
comes to "Seinfeld" - the finale
certainly won't be about nothing.
The final episode of "Seinfeld,"
which is already on track to set a
record for the highest prices for
commercial time, may gain even
more for NBC than originally
thought.
The May 14 show may run
about IS minutes longer than the
one-hour time slot originally set
aside for it, sources familiar with
the matter said.
The program is likely to fetch
between $1.5 million and $1.7
million for a 30-second advertisement, said the sources, who
spoke Wednesday on condition of
anonymity.
The price is below the $2 million commitment that NBC was
said to have received from two
buyers a few months ago when
the commercial time was first

To accommodate a potential
made available. But it still easily
surpasses the old mark of $1.3 runover, NBC would shorten a
million set by the Super Bowl planned one-hour "Seinfeld"
retrospective that is to precede
football telecast in January.
NBC declined to say what it the finale.
Advertisers who bought less
was getting for ad time on the
show. Buyers say that the true expensive time on what is being
price Is hard to pin down because called the "clips" show are getsome ads were sold as part of ting first crack at paying the difpackage deals involving other ference to be included in the
expanded finale, and the network
programs.
The long-running series star- expects to find them willing
ring comedian Jerry Seinfeld has buyers.
Among the advertisers on the
attracted an avid following as it
tracks the twists in the lives of final episode are the brewers
four single New Yorkers and as- Anheuser-Busch and Coors, the
credit cards Visa and Mastersorted associates.
The network expects that as Card, the fast-food chain Wenmany as 90 million people will dy's and Gardenburger, which
watch some of the "Seinfeld" sells vegetarian sandwich patties.
finale.
Wendy's, based in Dublin,
NBC had sold all 10 minutes of
national commercial time availa- Ohio, said it plans to promote a
ble in the hour originally that the ham and chicken sandwich that
show was supposed to run. It was will be on its menu only for a limunclear how much longer the ited time.
"We need the widest exposure
final episode may run or how
we can and we are hoping the aumany extra ads will be included.
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FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE
Mercer Manor
Apartments

Two I liumliN I |i!"

- Siskel he Eberi

One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

dience will be there," said Wendy's spokesman Denny Lynch.
Steve Grubbs, who oversees
national broadcast ad buys for
the ad agency BBDO Worldwide,
said "Seinfeld" was able to command commercial prices higher
than for the Super Bowl even
though it may attract a smaller
audience. "'Seinfeld' has a
unique audience - young, very
upscale and well-educated. They
are light TV users who are not
easy to reach with TV," he said.
In addition, he said the final episode represents a one-time-only
event for which there is wide anticipation.
"There just aren't that many
places particularly at this time of
year where you can draw that
kind of audience," Grubbs said.
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The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Today's teenagers get along with their parents, believe in God and trust the
government, according to a nationwide poll published today by
The New York Times.
The poll of 13- to 17-year-olds
also showed strong majorities
who said they never drink alcohol and never smoke cigarettes
or marijuana, the Times reported, without citing percentages.
Teens' worries for the future
could come straight from a 1950s
stereotype: a good job (28 percent), money (11 percent) and being successful (9 percent). Three
percent worried about the environment.
The New York Times/CBS
News Poll of 1,048 U.S. teenagers was conducted by telephone from April 2 through April
7 and had a margin of sampling
error of plus or minus 3 percentage points.
Other responses:
■ Six in 10 say distributing
condoms in schools is a good
idea.

The Associated Press

DETROIT - Two years after
authorities announced they had
driven a stake through the heart
of Detroit's mafia, a jury convicted the purported mob boss
and three others of racketeering.
Jack Tocco and the others had
been accused of running a loan-

$2.50 Fare

$1.25 Fare
For Elderly. Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit I.D. Card Required*
"Available at Gram's Adminluraror'i Office. 354-6203
V

Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information.
v

Children Ride Free*

*4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult
Chidren MUM Ride in Child Re.inmi Scan Provided
T

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
n Holiday.
TTm vervicc is financed in pan from
«• opcrwng assistance
pani from
■asm pan
■"""
-^
nrvnT
A HA
OTA
ODOT *

Service Area. Bo*> ling Green
Pleai* lei driver knot* ho*
many persons*.II
bendm*

B.G. Taxi352-0796

\ B(i T»»i informaiiort is
it dibble in Ijrjic punt
and audio upe forma!
upon request

GREENtRIA*. INC.

352-0717
224 E. Woosler
Bowling Green, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9a.m.-1 p.m.
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BGSU BASEBALL
vs.
AKRON

Saturday

Mattes Day Buffet

&

Sunday May 10,1998 1KB am until 200pm
LenHart Grand Ballroom - Student Union
MENU
Slow Roasted Prime Rib w/Au Jus
County Glazed Ham
RcastedTurkyBieasi
Vfegaabks, Gourmet Saiads
Macaroni & Cheese
Dessert Bar & Beverages
Aduhs$lQ99riu5tax
_^^
Senior Qtizens $9.99 plus tax
M
^_
BGSU Students $9.99
■
m
Childrcn4-ll$4.99plustax
V
W
Children 3and under- FREE

'^▼^ For reservations call
f
University Catering
1
at3Z2-6951
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
* -5

Free carnation for every mother )*»

sharking and illegal gambling
operation that dated to the
mid-1960s.
"In terms of organized crime
(in Detroit), this is the most significant prosecution we've had,"
Assistant U.S. Attorney Keith
Corbett said after Wednesday's
verdicts.
U.S. Attorney Saul Green said
evidence showed that Tocco, 72,
was guilty of mob activities dating to 1966, including conspiring
to extort a "street tax" from
bookmakers.
Tocco was found guilty of two
racketeering counts and one extortion charge. Federal jurors
cleared him of 10 extortion
counts.
Jurors cleared Tocco's
brother, 66-year-old Anthony Tocco, of all 13 felonies he faced.
But three other defendants Anthony Corrado, 63, Paul Corrado,
39, and Nove Tocco, 51 were
convicted on racketeering, extortion and other charges.
Each racketeering count carries up to 20 years behind bars.
Each of the defendants refused
to talk with reporters. Jack Tocco's attorney, David Griem, said
his client would appeal.
Defense attorneys contended
that their clients were just big
talkers and small-time hustlers.

Cinco de Mayo Fiesta
Sunday. May 3, 1998
1:00-6:00 p.m.
Veteran's Hall, City Park

Magician/Pinata&'Face Painling

live music of
Los Cuatro Vientos
(real) Mexican food
Fun for everyone!
$1 Donation at the door

Sunday
1:00
Steller Field

sponsored by Lalino Networking Committee.
Latino Student Union and Bowling Green
Human Relation* Commmion

"\

HKMLAND

MANAGEMENT

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

130 E WMhinpon Siren. Rowling Green, Ohio
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419 354-6036

We would like to wish
Good Luck to our
Graduating Seniors

Tha Highlands - Gradual*
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet!
From $410/mo. For more info, call

354-6036

Kim Riha
Carrie Hutchinson
Shannon Fortney
Cara Parisc
Crista Daniel
Michelle Gerard
Tara Salamone
Molly Gilson
Rachael Croe
Beth Tecpanecato
Karen Anderson
Vv ,
AEA

fc»

/I AHA

Jay-Mar Apt*. Quist housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heal. Start at
$510/mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 for a showing.
Additional Sites to Choose from:
LIBERTY STREET

&

SUMMIT HILL.

We'll lake care olyou. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadoolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

HIGHLAND
\

K

Many of the responses on behavior - smoking, drinking and
sex, for example ~ varied widely
between younger and older
teens. Only 13 percent of 13- to
15-year-olds said they had ever
had sex, compared with 38 percent of 16- and 17-year-olds.

El Corazon de Mexico
folkloric dancers

(Doubleheader)

BGSU Dining Services presents the

■ Almost half say sex before
marriage is "always wrong."
■ Just 1 percent said that
teens' biggest problem is AIDS.
Yet 18 percent said they personally knew someone who had
tested positive for HIV, had
AIDS or had died of AIDS.
■ Ninety-four percent say
they believe in God.
■ Nearly four in 10 say a
member of their household owns
a gun, and IS percent say they
themselves own one. Thirty-one
percent have had instruction in
shooting. And when asked what
they considered the biggest problem in their schools, 16 percent
gave the most frequent response:
violence. The survey followed
shootings involving schoolchildren in Arkansas, Mississippi
and Kentucky.

Tocco convicted of
racketeering charges

For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
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Internet confession
leads to arrest
The Associated Press
BISMARCK, N.D. - Pleas for
help and confessions of wrongdoing aren't out of the ordinary in
an online support group for problem drinkers.
But these messages strod out.
Police arrested Larry Froistad, a San Diego computer programmer, on March 27 and
charged him with murdering his
daughter in 1995 in Bowman,
N.D., where Froistad had lived.
Police said Froistad, 29, called
and confessed after learning that
support group members had ni
tified authorities about his postings.
The message that started it all
was a rambling note from a user
known as "lfroistl." The posting,
sent at 6:09 a.m. on March 22,
was about people he had lost in

his life
"Amanda I murdered because
her mother stood between us," it
said.
Two other members sent replies - one offering support, the
other asking "What do you mean,
you murdered your daughter?"
Froistad replied with details of
a bitter custody fight over his
daughter and the fire that killed
her.
After allowing Amanda to stay
up watching videos, Froistad
wrote that he "got wickedly
drunk, set our house on fire, went
to bed, listened to her scream
twice, climbed out the window
and set about putting on a show
of shock, surprise and grief to
remove culpability from myself."
San Diego police traced the
messages to Froistad.

WHY HAUL IT HOME

Summer Storage Available
24 Hour Access

Buckeye
Self
Storagi

For More Information
Call (419) 352-1520
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Thirteen weeks after being ravaged by El Nino's winter rains California Highway 1, in the scenic Big Sur region, is re-opened.

Big Sur returns after winter storms
different," she said.
A steady stream of customers
BIG SUR, Calif. - For 13 weeks flowed through the store talking
after an El Nino-driven river of animatedly of the road opening,
mud cut California's Highway 1, although no ceremony was
the rugged Big Sur area reverted planned at the Big Sur end.
The only event residents into its wild and isolated state.
On Thursday, the state was to sisted upon was a "Heroes of
reopen one of the most scenic Highway 1" beach barbecue this
stretches of road in the country, weekend to thank the road crews.
Their work will relieve the
to the relief and regret of residents of the tourist-dependent devastating economic effects,
said Janet Lesniak, general manregion.
Having this beautiful stretch ager of the inn.
"We've all survived by grit and
of Northern California to themselves was sometimes pleasant, determination, but most of us are
said Jennifer Carey of the River hanging by a thread," she said.
This winter's record rainfall
Inn Restaurant, Motel and Genwrought the most extensive deeral Store in Big Sur.
"But looking at your friends struction in the 60-year history of
who are struggling because the world-famous scenic route,
they're out of work, that's washing out 40 sections of highThe Associated Press

way in the 70-mile stretch from
Carmel to San Simeon.
The repair cost, originally estimated at $7 million, has more
than doubled to $16 million.
The cut-off section of highway
cost $9 million to build in the
1920s and '30s.
Reconstructing the road over
Big Sur's mountains hasn't been
easy.
"This is not the stablest region
in California," said Caltrans engineer R.J. Brown. "There are
slide areas all along the coast
here, like constant sores all along
the highway."
The reopening comes none too
soon for the 1,400 residents of
Big Sur, who have endured nearisolation and economic privation
since early February. Cut off

Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain.
Depression is a suppression ol brain activity that can strike anyone. It can matte lite unbearable,
*_//\/ 7 R[ AT f D
but it is also readily, medically treatable. And that's something you should always keep in rmnd. f\E /">/? P *w *k /f*}/\/

Tit
%okedou* 'Palace
Alternative Clothing • Spring Wear
• Beoded/Hemp Jewelry • imported
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • incense •
Unique Candles • Topestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
Ponts • Hoir Gutter (gold * silver) ft
others • Body Purifiers <10O*
guarantee) • Harr Coloring
|WE BENI VIDEOS • largest Collection ot
Spanish videos • Hundreds of
Children's Videos • Comedy
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

"The state parks got pounded
pretty well by the storms, but
they have also had a chance to
rest," said Brooks Juhring of
Pfeiffer Burns State Park.

IWINTHROP TERRACE APTS
now ovailMc

Apartments for Fall 90
• I & 2 Bedrooms
• Furnished and Unfurnished
• 3 Great Locations
• Gas Heat & Gas Cooking Incl.
• Swimming Pools
• Campus Shuttle
sun 12-3
1400 Napoleon Road 352-9135

Hon.- Fit 9-6 Sot. 10-2 |

Term papers Qlie?

http://www.save.org

Pubic Service message (rom SA VE (Suicide Awareness A/btces of Educatoni

QQHAQS

north and south from the vital
How of tourism, their stores, restaurants and inns have sat empty.
Some children could not get to
school. The loss to the local economy was estimated at $100,000 a
day, or more than $8.5 million
total, said Laura Mo ran, president of the Big Sur Chamber ol
Commerce.
Fans of Big Sur's natural
charms will also benefit. With the
highway off-limits, the public has
been clamoring for access to Big
Sur's woodsy campgrounds and
secluded beaches.

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!
Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, 8c
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402
GREENBRIAR,

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Saturday

INC.
9 a.m. -1 p.m.
HURRY FOR A NEW APARTMENT IN THE FALL!

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 98
Furnished or Unfurnished
apartments available at
CHARLESTOWN APTS. &
ASHDON ESTATES

Let us help you add impact to your project with color
or access the Internet for research.
i 1—

Buy one, get one FREE

710, 730, 850 Scott Hamilton

Rent one hour,
get one hour FREE

self-service color copies

•2 blocks from campus
-Central Air
-Spacious 2 bedroom apartments
-New carpet, linoleum, and paint!
836 Scott Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex
5007mo. plus utilities
Great house! You must
see this property!

Kinko's is here to make your life easier.

Internet access
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CALL NOW!!!
Mid Am Management
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SPORTS
■

Men's track splits up team f&t*'
for meets at UT, Columbus
□ The Falcons will split
up for the second
straight weekend.
By TIMOTHY MINNECI
The BC News

Men's Track
& Field

Toledo Invitational

. The Bowling Green men's
track team is going to start experiencing separation anxiety
soon.
For the second weekend in a
row. Coach Sid Sink is splitting
up his squad for two separate
meets. On Saturday, a small
number of athletes will travel up
I-7S to the Toledo Invitational
while another group head to Ohio
State Sunday for the Jesse Owens
Invitational.
"The main one that counts is
the MAC meet," Sink said. "I
think we're making progress (in
the MAO."
Among some of the teams
competing at UT are MAC foes
Western and Central Michigan
and Big Ten schools Michigan
and Michigan State, although not
all teams, like BG, will field full
squads.
"Sunday's a little bit higher
caliber," Sink explained. "There
will be probably 20-25 teams at
each place. We'll take some people to both."
Along with favorite Eastern
Michigan's Clement Chuwku,
BG, Central and Western boast

Saturday • 9 a.m.
UT track.
University of
Toledo
• Bowling Green battles a number of tough divisional opponents including Western
and Central

Jesse Owens
Invitational
Sunday • Noon
Ohio Satdium
• Honoring one of the most well
respected and well known athletes in the world, the invitational includes some of the toughest
teams in the nation
some of the conference's best
sprinters. Chippewas sophomore
Kevin Winne is currently ranked
third in the MAC in the 100 meter
and fourth in 200, with teammate
Emerson Jones fourth in the 400
meter. The Bronco's Ryan John-

son is currently fourth in the
MAC in the 100 and freshman
Coye Bouyer is fifth in 400.
The Falcon's Rah'Sheen Clay,
who will probably make the trip
Sunday to OSU, should have his
hands full with the large field of
talent expected to run at the Jesse Owens Invitational. Clay is
coming off a strong performance
at the Drake Relays in which he
placed third in the 200 and fifth
in the 100, as well as anchor a
strong fifth-place finish in the
400 meter relay.
Neither of this weekend's
meets are scored, but Sink believes that these meets provide a
tune-up for the MAC Championships and a gauge of how his
middle and long distance runners
are performing.
"I just look for us to get better
and better here," Sink said. "I
think we'll be at our best when
the MAC meet comes around."
Injuries to Alex Sprague and
Dan Corletto in the decathlon are
not expected to keep them out for
too long, but Sink said he will
probably rest any injured athletes this weekend to get ready
for Ohio University dual meet
next weekend.
"I don't think it's going to be a Men's track team assistant coach Todd Black competes as an independent in the Northwest Ohio track
long term thing," Sink said of meet.
Corletto. "But it was too bad because he was performing very next time."
MAC outdoor championships send any qualifiers to the NCAA
well. We're looking forward to
After the OU meet. Sink and scheduled for May 21-23 at the championships June 3-6 at the
him getting back into that event the Falcons will prepare for the University of Akron, and then University of Buffalo.

Neighboring cities cooperate, make a joint bid on 2012 Olympics
Trie Associated Press
BALTIMORE - Baltimore and
Washington, beltway rivals 35
miles apart, officially joined
forces Thursday to wage an unprecedented joint bid for the
2012 Olympics.
Under U.S. Olympic Committee rules, the two cities have until
June 30 to replace their separate
competitive bids with a com-

bined proposal tentatively calleJ had been expected for months.
the Baltimore-Washington Bid Earlier this month, mayors Kurt
Schmoke of Baltimore and MarCommittee.
"We're up and running," said ion Barry of Washington wrote to
John Moag, chairman of the the USOC that they "enthusiastiMaryland Stadium Authority and cally endorse" a joint bid.
Thursday was the deadline for
a leader of the effort to bring the
bidding cities to withdrawal from
games to the region.
The joint venture, a first for an the long process of picking a U.S.
American Olympic bid and one of city to try to bring the Summer
only a handful of mult icily quests Games back. Now, the Baltimorefor the games internationally, Washington group has until June

30 to formalize its combined bid,
with Olympic steering committees from each city getting half
of their $100,000 deposits back,
Moag said.
Baltimore and Washington had
been working on separate bids to
be submitted to the USOC against
Arlington, Texas; Cincinnati;
Houston; Los Angeles; New York;
San Francisco; Seattle; and Tampa.

No changes were expected by
Thursday's deadline among the
other prospective host cities.
There have been discussions
about swapping Arlington for
bigger neighbor Dallas but Arlington City Councilman Pat Remington said his city was sticking to its bid.
"We're not going to withdrawal," he said. "We are going
to go forward."

All of the Olympic hopefuls
will spend at least $10 million-$12
in private funds just to win the
nomination of the USOC, which
will be made in 2002.
The nominee will then spend
three years and another $20 million-$30 million trying to convince the International Olympic
Committee that it would be a better host than London, Cairo or
Beijing.

1-800-COLLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS

1-800 COLLECT

BGSU Intramurals congratulates the following
champions in these selected Spring sports,
sponsored by 1-800 Collect:
Basketball
Co-rec: Brand New Funk

Fraternity A: Phi Kappa Tau

Sorority: Sigma Kappa

Fraternity B: Sigma Phi Epsilon

Fraternity A: Phi Kappa Tau

Sorority: Alpha Xi Delta

Fraternity B: Delta Tau Delta

Men's Independent: Gub

Men's Independent: Ten Most Wanted
Women's Independent: PC Powerhouse

Women's Independent: Team A

VQlteybaH
Co-rec: No Soup For You Today
Women's Independent: Red Dawgz
Men's Independent: Sexual Chocolate
Fraternity A Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity B: Phi Kappa Tau
Sorority: Chi Omega

SIGN UP TODAY!
Remember, you can receive $9 in collect calls, visit www.1800C0LLECT.com
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Nieves attitude changes Bird, Pacers beat Cavs
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The death of
his 8-month-old son, due to a
heart ailment, has given Cincinnati's Mclvin Nieves a different
perspective about winning or losing on the baseball field.
The Reds outfielder, in the
midst of a minor-league rehabilitation assignment with the Reds'
Class AAA Indianapolis farm
team, said he views the game
differently now - after watching
his infant son Brandon struggle
and die after being born with a
heart defect.
Nieves said baseball used to
take precedence over his family.
"I was more concerned about
what was happening in baseball,
it was basically more important
than anything else," Nieves said.
"If I was doing good, then I was
happy when I'd go and see my
family. If I was not doing too
good in baseball, then I would be
moody, I'd be grumpy ...
"This whole situation helped
me realize that no matter what
happens in baseball - good or bad
- my family is going to be there

no matter what. If I lose the
game tomorrow, my family is going to be there and we can do
something else. That's one of the
things that Brandon's helped remind me of," Nieves said.
Brandon's twin brother, Jacob,
survives. The Nieves' first child,
Alex, will turn S on Monday.
Now, just more than three
weeks removed from Brandon's
April 6 death, Nieves is trying to
get his professional life back in
order. Nieves is recovering from
hernia surgery and began the
season on the disabled list with
the Reds, after an off-season
trade from Detroit. He averaged
22 home runs during the past two
seasons.
His wife, Wendy and the two
surviving sons, have been with
Nieves in Indianapolis.
"I never thought I'd be experiencing something like this, during this time of my career," said
Nieves, 26, before a l-for-3 performance Tuesday night. "I
guess we're doing OK Every day
is different and we go through
ups and downs with our situation
of losing our son. But we're stay-

The Associated Press

"I'd be grumpy..."
Melvin Nieves

lng together as a family and doing what we can from my side to
come out and start playing and
providing for my family again."
Nieves, preparing to return to
the Reds, said he is grateful for
the team's support through his
family's ordeal. He had to leave
spring training to go see Brandon
as the hospitalized infant
weakened.
"I told the team that I needed
to go and they were very understanding. They said, 'Go and do
what you have to do,'" Nieves
said. "They were very supportive
of me and my family, which I am
very grateful for. They told me
that my family comes first, that
Brandon comes first."

Red Wings pull out big win
The Associated Press
DETROIT - Spectacular goals
by Vyacheslav Kozlov and Sergei
Fedorov keyed Detroit's 3-1 win
Thursday night over Phoenix as
the Red Wings gained a 3-2 lead
in their playoff series with the
Coyotes.
Tomas Holmstrom also scored
for the Red Wings, bidding to become the first team to repeat as
Stanley Cup champions since
1992.
Rick Tocchet scored for the
Coyotes, who have lost twice
since shocking Detroit by taking
a 2-1 lead in the best-of-7 series.
Action moves to Phoenix for
Game 6 on Sunday. If a seventh
game is needed, it will be Tuesday night back at Joe Louis
Arena.
Jimmy Waite, making his first
NHL playoff start in place of injured Phoenix goalie Nikolai
Khabibulin, turned in a solid performance. But he was simply
overmatched when the Red
Wings turned up the heat with
breathtaking speed and passing
few teams can match.

Detroit out.shot the Coyotes
27-18. Chris Osgood, who gave up
13 goals in the first three games,
made clutch saves late in the
third period to frustrate the
Coyotes, who haven't advanced
past the first round of the
playoffs since 1987 - when they
were the Winnipeg Jets.
Osgood also benefited from
solid defensive play. The Coyotes
had one power play in the second
period and another in the third
during which they failed to get a
shot on goal.
Holmstrom, through sheer
persistence, gave Detroit a 1-0
lead with his first playoff goal at
8:54 of the first period.
Waite made a good stop on
Holmstrom's shot from in close.
Holmstrom curled back to the
top of the right circle, where
Kozlov fed him the rebound. This
time Holmstrom buried it high on
Waite's glove side.
Tocchet tied it with his sixth
goal on a power play, knocking in
the rebound of Keith Tkachuk's
shot while Jamie Macoun was off
for Interfering with Jim McKenzie.

UCLA tinder probation
The Associated Press
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. -- The
UCLA basketball program was
put on three years' probation today by the NCAA for violating
recruiting regulations and giving
improper benefits to athletes.
Former coach Jim Harrick was
cited for unethical conduct for
lying to school officials during an
investigation. He was fired just
before the 1996 season began and
now is coaching Rhode Island.
In addition to the probation,
UCLA was ordered to reduce
official visits by recruits by six
for the 1998-99 and the 1999-2000
academic years.
The violations took place from
1993-95.
The NCAA said members of
the UCLA coaching staff gave
entertainment and other benefits
to the coach of a club team in Los
Angeles whose players included
potential recruits for the university.
The coach also was given complimentary tickets to UCLA
games and a 1995 championship
ring, the NCAA said.
Athletes were given tickets to
Los Angeles Lakers' games and
were allowed to receive excesIK IK IK IK IK IK IK

sive telephone calls at the athletic office.
Improper transportation and
free meals were provided to the
parents of athletes or to the athletes themselves, the NCAA said.
UCLA began an investigation
of possible violations in October
1996 and reported the findings to
the PAC-10 conference.
Additional penalties were not
imposed even though UCLA was
placed on probation in May 1997
for three years for violations in
the Softball program. The NCAA
said violations in the basketball
program occurred before the
softball violations.
In considering the penalty, the
NCAA Committee On Infractions
said it took into consideration
UCLA limiting the club coach's
tickets, revisions in the recordkeeping process for telephone
calls and requirements that
coaches and others in the program attend educational programs on NCAA rules.
The NCAA also noted that a
private letter of reprimand was
issued by the PAC-10 to the
NCAA and that the conference
conducted a compliance review
with emphasis on extra benefits
during the 1997-98 school year.
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Kelley Zinn
Lindsay Brooks
Julie Hulett
Carrie Kramer
Amy Nuttall
Julianne Patterson
Kerne Williams
Erica Hook
Jen Meeker

1

'
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Well Miss You!

Indiana point guard Mark Jackson

they had to do to keep our lead,"
Bird said.
It wasn't easy.
After Indiana withstood Cleveland's third-quarter rally, Kemp
scored from underneath the basket to cut it to 75-73 with 2:15 left.
He went back on defense smiling
and wagging his tongue, and it
looked as though Bird's Pacers
were in trouble.
"We could have easily given
up," Kemp said. "We challenged
ourselves to stay in and see what
happened. Sometimes when you
challenge a team that was up by
nine or 10, they give up. But they
didn't They're a veteran team."
With Ilgauskas, the 7-foot-3
center, on the bench after fouling
out, Antonio Davis soared in for
an offensive rebound and made
two free throws to make it 77-73
with 1:50 left. Miller made two
straight turnovers, and Clevelana's Cedric Henderson hit a
free throw to cut it to 77-74 with
67 seconds to play.
But Anderson missed a jumper
from the wing in the final halfminute, and Miller grabbed the
rebound, was fouled and hit two
free throws for a 79-74 advantage
with 18.8 seconds left.
Kemp and Person missed jumpers, and Miller got that rebound,
too, hitting another free throw
for the final margin.
"I'm extremely proud of this
group and the season they've
had," said Cleveland coach Mike
Fratello, whose playoff record
with the Cavs fell to 2-12. "I think
we took our first step this series
for the future of the organization."
Cleveland cut a 13-point, firsthalf deficit to 52-46 early in the

third.
The Pacers recovered and took
a 71-59 lead on a windmill dunk
by Smits with 8:28 left. But Person, a missing person during the
first three games, swished a
3-pointer and made a steal and
free throw to cut it to 71-63 with
7:08 remaining.
After an Indiana miss, Anderson drove and dished to Ilgauskas for a dunk that made it 71-65
and brought the decibel meter at
Gund Arena into uncharted territory.
Kemp, sensing a thunderous
dunk could demoralize the
Pacers, got fouled and made both
free throws to make it 71-67 with
5:48 left.
Miller ended Cleveland's 12-4
run with a reverse layup to make
It 75-69.
Kemp was kept under control
until the fourth, when he had
seven of Cleveland's 20 points.
He was bloodied twice in the
game, going to the locker room
briefly in the third after colliding
with Mark West
Notes: The Pacers' reserves
scored 63 in the first two games
and 13 in Game 3. ... Cleveland
was 8-for-9 on free throws In the
first quarter, while Indiana was
only 1-for-l.... The Pacers bench
went nuts when Jalen Rose, who
had four points, sank a twisting,
gliding reverse layup to make it
35-28 4 minutes into the second
period. ... Person made only 27.3
percent from beyond the arc in
the first three games. ... With
only 118 field goal attempts in
the game, the teams fell five
short of the NBA playoff record.
Cleveland and New York had 113
on April 29,1995.

University Dining Services Student Union Bayicj?
End of the Semester Closing Schedule S! 5

S™
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Thursday May 7,1998

'

Falcon's Nest

7am-1 lpm

Bowl-n-Greenery

II :30am-1:30pm

Pheasant Room
11:30am-1:30pm
Friday May 8,1998
Falcon's Nest
7am-6pm

Bowl-n-Greenery

11:30am-1:30pm

Pheasant Room

11:30am-1:30pm

TOTALLY NUDE!
come party with the trendsetters in Adult Entertainment

Open 24 HonrS
Starting May 7th
^~;>H Wicked Wednesday
,<**■

ALL DANCES S10
Thursday Amateur Contest

Saturday May 9,1998

Falcon's Nest

$500 Cash Prize

7am-5pm

1/2 Off Cover till 7PM
Friday & Saturday Party til 5AM
Sunday Open 6PM - 2 AM

Sunday May 10,1998

Mothers Day Buffel
(Lenhart Grand Ballroom)

1 l:30a:n-2:OOpm

Falcon's Nest
(Coffee Shop)

7am-1 lam

The Falcon's Nest will accept debit money
until 1:00pm Saturday May 9, 1998

S5 00 topless table dances
S15.00 nude couch dances
Open Noon 4 a.m.
(419)476 9611 5765 Telegraph Rd
SW corner ol Telegraph & Alexis (Dy Northtowne '.
$2.00 OFF WITH THIS AD ON APRIL 22ND

BECKLEY
CARDY
GROUP*
Looking for a Summer Job in Mansfield?

0a !VOrheeS
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SHVICH

"They wouldn't quit. It was like trying to put
your kids to sleep and they want to play one
more Nintendo game."

Everything for School

Congratulations to our
Graduating Seniors:
Michelle Dewitt
Sharon McCullum
Nanie Ingram
Julie Meteyer
Debbie Webster
Maria Dellavalle
Tayna Floyd
Amanda Mack
Susie Scheffield
Leanna Warren

Kozlov restored the Detroit
lead with his second goal on a
spectacular play at 17:26 of the
first. Kozlov, taking a pass from
Anders Eriksson, made a move at
the blue line that turned Keith
Carney and Gerald Diduck completely around, also causing Cliff
Ronnlng to lose a stride.
That left Kozlov flashing in
alone on Waite, whom he beat
high on the glove side.
Fedorov, at just 1:07 of the second period, put a nifty move on
Diduck that left the Phoenix defenseman on his back. Fedorov
then glided in front of the goal
and easily flipped the puck in for
his fifth goal.
The Coyotes' frustration finally began to show with 3:09 remaining when Mike Gartner
tried to retaliate against a perceived wrong by Kozlov and ended up, instead, with both highsticking and 10-minute misconduct penalties.
Khabibulin remained In
Phoenix to receive treatment for
the groin injury that caused him
to leave Game 4 midway through
the second period of a 4-2 loss.

CLEVELAND - As they say
down In French Lick, "Whew!"
Where Larry Bird comes from,
it doesn't matter how close they
make It as long as you win.
The Indiana Pacers made Bird
a winner In his first playoff series as a coach, surviving a scare
from the young Cleveland Cavaliers with an 80-74 victory
Thursday night.
"They wouldn't quit," said Indiana point guard Mark Jackson,
surprised by how close the Cavs
came to forcing a fifth game. "It
was like trying to put your kids to
sleep and they want to play one
more Nintendo game."
Despite having three rookies in
the starting lineup, the Cavs cut a
13-polnt, first-half deficit to
75-73 with 2:15 left. But Reggie
Miller corralled two crucial rebounds in the final half-minute to
send the Pacers into the second
round against either New York or
Miami.
"Being a first-year coach, it's
always great to win in the
playoffs," said Bird, a Hall of
Famer who led the Pacers to a
58-victory regular season in the
first coaching job of his life.
"Looking at the players and seeing them before the game, I knew
they had come to play."
Miller led the Pacers with 19
points and Rik Smits had 17.
Chris Mullin, Bird's former
Olympic teammate, had 12 and
made grabbing loose balls a personal mission.
The Pacers didn't come up with
a way to stop Cavs forward
Shawn Kemp, who had 21 points
and 12 rebounds and came close
to single-handedly forcing a fifth
game.
"The eyes of America saw it,"
Kemp said. "We've got a tough,
young team."
Wesley Person, who averaged
only 5.7 points in the first three
games, scored 15 for the Cavs
and was 4-for-8 on 3-point attempts. Zydrunas Ilgauskas
fouled out with 15 points.
Jackson and Travis Best held
Cavs point guard Brevin Knight
scoreless with only four shots
from the field. The Pacers' bench
scored 26 points, while rookie
Derek Anderson, with 18, was
Cleveland's only reserve to
score.
"I thought the guys came in
and were focused and did what

[
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Beckley Cardy Group has been in Mansfield, Ohio for 35 years. Each summer we
hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution center.
We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet lots of new
friends, multiple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages.
We still have positions available. So, if you are looking for the opportunity to earn
some real money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an
application. We are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further
information call us at 419-589-1903 or 800-305-0174, extension 1903.
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Oakland sweeps Cleveland with help of rookie
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Rookie Ben
Grieve continued to live up to his
preseason billing Thursday
night.
Grieve, coming off his first
S-for-S performance a night earlier, hit a tiebreaking, two-run
homer to help the Oakland Athletics beat the Cleveland Indians
5-2.
"I've just been the guy to hit
the ball in the right place at the
right time lately," Grieve said. "I
was happy but not surprised it
went out. I know I'm capable of
hitting the ball out of the park."
; Grieve, wlio scored four runs
.and drove in two with three singles and two doubles Wednesday
night, hit a towering shot to right

off Paul Assenmacher (1-3) for
his second homer of the season.
"It was a hanging curve," Assenmacher said. "He's a good hitter. I haven't seen enough of him
to know what he has trouble with.
I know he can hit a hanging curve
a long way."
That broke a 2-2 tie in the
eighth inning and enabled Oakland to sweep the two-game series and extend its winning
streak to five. Cleveland lost for
the 10th time in 14 games.
"This thing will turn around in
the other direction for us," Indians manager Mike Hargrove
said. "We're playing hard and
overall playing well, but just
can't get a key hit here or a key
out there."
Dave Magadan opened the

eighth with a single and was replaced by pinch-runner Mike
Blowers. Grieve then delivered
on a 2-2 pitch.
The outfielder, who will turn 22
Monday, is hitting .588
(10-for-17) with five RBIs against
Cleveland and .314 with 16 RBIs
overall.
Kurt Abbott's first homer for
Oakland broke a 1-1 tie in the
seventh.
Jim Thome, the first batter to
face reliever TJ. Mathews (3-3)
in the bottom of the inning, hit
his fourth homer to tie it at 2.
Oakland starter Jimmy Haynes
allowed one unearned run on five
hits and one walk over six innings. He was helped by three
double plays and got 12 outs on
grounders before leaving with

tightness in his right shoulder.
off the wall in left-center by Matt
"I'm OK," Haynes said. "I Stairs.
didn't want to take a chance and
Left fielder Brian Giles, who
be out for a long time.
made a leaping catch against the
"I felt great. I did have my best wall to rob Rickey Henderson in
stuff except I left a curve up a the fifth, just missed another
couple times and got hit."
spectacular grab. Center fielder
Indians starter Dave Burba Kenny Lofton grabbed the carom
gave up two runs on five hits and but double-clutched his throw to
one walk over seven innings, the infield and Grieve scored
striking out five. He retired 10 on easily.
grounders.
Cleveland tied it 1-1 in the bot"I made a couple of bad pitches tom of the sixth. Lofton broke his
and they cost me," Burba said. O-for-14 streak with a two-out
"It's a little frustrating because single to left and stole second.
this is a great team and we're not The throw by catcher A.J. Hindi
playing toour capabilities."
had Lofton beaten, but shortstop
Oakland went ahead 1-0 in the Abbott was late covering the bag
sixth.
and dropped the ball. Lofton
Grieve was hit in the left knee scored when Giles' popup behind
by a pitch by Burba and scored second was dropped by second
all the way from first on a double baseman Scott Spiezio for an er-

Jack Voigt had an RBI single in
the Oakland ninth and Billy Taylor pitched one inning for his
sixth save. Notes: Oakland's wining three runs or fewer,
ning streak is its longest since a
5-game streak April 21-25, 1996.
... The sweep was Oakland's first
of any kind in Cleveland since
1989. ... Grieve's homer was only
the fourth allowed by Assenmacher to a left-hander since August 1995. ... Oakland has led in
23 of 26 games this season.... The
A's bullpen has allowed four
earned runs in its last 11 games
(31 2-3 innings, 1.14 ERA). ...
Shawon Dunston was a late
scratch from the Indians lineup
due to lower back spasms. ...
Cleveland fell to 0-8 when scor-

Mohler pitches Tigers to a victory against Texas
The Associated Press

DETROIT - Brian Moehler
pitched a six-hitter and Damion
Easicy drove in four runs as the
Detroit Tigers beat Texas 7-2
Thursday, stopping the Rangers'
five-game winning streak.
Moehler (2-2) struck out six
and walked two in his third career complete game in 39 starts.
Five of the hits came in the second, when Will Clark hit a solo

homer, his fourth. It was Detroit's first complete game since
Scott Sanders pitched a onehitter against Texas last Sept. 9.
Easley had three of Detroit's 14
hits, including a three-run homer
and an RBI single, as the Tigers
won for just the third time in 16
games and sixth time in 24 games
this season.
The Rangers, who set a team
record Wednesday with their
18th April win, established a

major league record for runs in
April with 180.
Bobby Witt (3-1) failed to last
five innings for the first time this
season, allowing seven runs and
11 hits in four-plus innings. Witt,
whose ERA rose to 6.60, also allowed seven runs last Saturday
against Kansas City.
Easley's homer, the Tigers'
first three-run shot this season,
followed Joe Randa's first-inning
single and Bobby Higginscn's

walk. Witt gave up five hits in the double play.
first and escaped further damage
Andy Tomberlin's RBI single
only because Brian Hunter, sin- gave Detroit a 4-2 lead in the
gled and took second on Witt's third, and the Tigers chased Witt
throwing error, was thrown out with three runs in the fifth. Easby Juan Gonzalez trying to score ley and Tony Clark hit run-scoron Randa's single to short right.
ing singles and Tomberlin added
Clark's third homer in four an RBI groundout.
games started a two-run, four-hit
Notes: At 18-8, Texas matched
second. Bill Haselman added an its best start, accomplished in
RBI single, and Texas loaded the 1976 and 1989. ... Witt had won
bases with one out before Mark nine consecutive April decisions
McLemore grounded into a since losing to Chicago on April

22, 1996. ... Tony Clark, just
2-for-23 (.087) in his previous six
games, was dropped to sixth in
the Tigers lineup. ... Haselman
made his fourth start at catcher
in place of Ivan Rodriguez, the
majors' leading hitter (.442). ...
Detroit has hit 14 solo homers,
two with one on and one with two
on. ... Will Clark has homered in
four of his last eight games after
hitting none in his previous 37.

Read the BG News daily!!!
CHECK OOT THE BG NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS//
For: Campus Events.
Lost/Found.

Commonly
Unbearable.
Dangerously
Believable.

Pot Sale: \K+4*ic*itr±4*&**

Subsequently
Fatal.

Personals. Help Wanted,
For Sale, For Rent

STOP DRINKING
CHEAP BEER!

Sponsored by the
Center for
Environmental Programs and your
Campus Recycling
Program

UHTRt/iTfD

DB HRESSION
httpv/www save 019

DID YOU KNOW?
Only about 10%
of the 72,000
chemicals in
common use
have been thoroughly screened
for toxicity.1
1
Miller. 1997. Living in lha
Environment

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only
For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhouses
Close to campus
Buff Apartments
(1470& 1490 Clough St.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished, A/C

Come to ChurchilYs today and
check out our incredible selection of over 200 varieties of
domestic, imported and
microbrewed beers!
While you re here,
dont forget to
indulge in our
fantastic varieties
of fine wines
and gourmet
foods.

W

GIEINMIA*. INC.

352-0717
Hours-.
Monday - Friday
9a.m. - 5pm.

Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

mm
1010 North Mam Si
352-4637

Sche.'luif y—r r.:xt Bowlathon at our convenience.
Bring all of your family and friends to AL-MAR
LANES for fun and excitement.

/tosmic Bowling
Mon- 9:30-11:30
Fri- 4-6.10-1
Sat-12-2

(3jiasshole?

Q.

/KA%8
<

\

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF BG'S BEST
APARTMENTS!
Units available
for summer at the
following locations:
2 bdrm. duplex
$800 for ENTIRE
summer lease

>
<

fX
Li.

(FINRLB!

• 702 1/2 E. Wooster

VOTED #1 IN WOOD COUNTY!

2

CarrieHappy 21st
and
Good luck with

Units for fall

available at the
following locations:
* 710-730 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, patios,
central air, roomy.
Free water & sewer.
* 850 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, very
spacious, new carpet,
paint, linoleum.
Free water & sewer.
* 836-836 1/2 Scott
Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex.
$500/mo. plus utilities.

Call Matt at:
352-4380 for more
information.
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Sell It in the
Classifieds
SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
FrM Pregnancy INU
Confidential and Caring
354-4673. BO Pregnancy Canwr

Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi
Yeah lorErika Dtggett
next year's Gavel Editor'"
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi»Alpha Phi

SKYDIVE JUMP ai the cftanca to celabrata the
and ol the school yaar. JiOOperson through
May only Visa & M.C accepted SKYDIVE BG
352 5200

I need graduation Dckets if you hava txlnu
from tht colLaga of Arts A Science! Plaasa
contact Siepha/we g3S4-73i3.

M or F subleaser needed House w/garage
$200/month • utilities, own room, rent neg
Summer onry 373 004QKatfw.
Need 3 graduation tickets. Wat pay top dollar
CatlJeff 354-3293

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Do you have a Summer job?
Is it related to your major 'career goals?
Come and see if you qualify for
CO-OP 050
a NO-COST tmnscnpt notation.
Lend CREDIBILITY (oyour employment.
Co-op: 310 SS Bidg 372-2451 detain.

PERSONALS
" Free - companion dog. Sweat, loving, VERY
wall-trained older English Spaniel Would
make a wonderful pat/companion for juat the
nght parson Call 823-3033. before 9pm
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
Congratulations to Carol Clalbourne for getting her internship at CBS mColumbual Also.
Congrats for being chosen to anchor onBG 24I
Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi

Earn credit where it counts RENE w 2000

ALPHA PHI • KRISTEN LARSON ■ ALPHA
PHI
Congratulations on receiving the Florence

*

'
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Roomate needed for lemale grad student Aug.
■96 thru May or Aug 99 S16S/mo. * uM . own
room. Must Ike cats. Call Uya & 353 1136,
leave mag.

ORDER YOUR GRADUATION PARTY SUBS
ft SALADS
CALL DIBENEDETTO'S
352 4663 WE DELIVER.

2 sublsrs needed for May • Aug. $l70/mo
OBO Own room Cad Taylor at 372-1648 or
Steve at 353 5225

Subleaser needed 1 bdrni efficiency apartment, furnished. ArC. Ctoee to downtown
S200/mo. Call Den s? 352-7596.

RENEW to Thousand; CANT WAIT TLL
FALL; want to lea/n more about U m 6 wonderful sessions

2-4 subleasers needed for summer.
Fully furnished vacant apt.
$l40/mo. SvlO-B/12
Please can 373-1806

Subleaser needed for Fall 98. Ctoee to campus. Cheap rent. Own room. Call 354-4197

Tuesday's at Kamikazes
Ladies night. 75 cent drinks.
HEY Kamikazes,
The great music, nice bartenders, and great
tasting kamikazes make for a fun Saturday
night.
Than kail

Cleveland Intern looking for roomate for tie
summer. Call Enca at 372-5106 if interested.

Help11 need graduation tickets. If you have my
extras, please call Mandy at 354-2310

\/

\/

\/

\/

\/

\/

\/
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Some people come into our lives
ana quickly go. Others leave
footprints in our hearts and we
are never, ever the same.

Congratulations Ellen!
Qooa' Luck at Akron Caw!
-Cisa * Nikki

0

Female suWeaser needed tor Aug 98-May W.
2 bedroom/2 bath. |i75O0/month * utilities.
Security deposit paid. 522 E. Merry very close
to campus. Off street parking, share apt. with 3
funroomates Call Donna ■§> 372-6452.
Fe.nak» suWeaser needed immediately Reduced rent Own room. Call Jen 373 0056
Female sublsrs needed for 199609 school yr
Nice house, own rm close u campus.
373-0056 ask for Amy or Freioa.
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
lor '96799. Own room.
Call 353-7159.

1 subkHuer needed for May - Aug in a Ig
Abdrm, 2 kitch, 2 bath house. Close to campus
and bars. Own room t250vmo Price rag.
ACftUT inc. Call 352-7457.

Female subleaser needed for summer for large
two bedroom apartment. Own room.
$200 00/month. Contact Staoay at 353-5029.

JC. we're goin, to
miss yod^ejw
We lovQaai
^^
Your Tearncrr^a^^
+ Coaches

\/ V \/ w \/ w w \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ w w w

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

Mon-Sat 2-2:30am
Sun 5-2:30 am

PS1
mm

15L

Finals Week Special(Good Luck Students)
Friday: Soft, Live. Music to Study By _
i50c 0~FF Any"§andwicfi
;35e OFF Almond Joys, Milky Ways, |
126 E. Wooster
ISmores, and Lebanese Pizzas:
345 - JAVA
iMust Have Coupon Present

DAILY
SPECIAL

V

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan
Call Today for Complete Details!!

1045 N. Main St.
FREE DELIVERY
[
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$8

$10
2 Medium Pizzas
( hw*w> \ fvwi tri|»|)inu

Have all day & weekends
FREE!
Apply in person @ 204 West Hall between
8:30 & 10:00 a.m. Ask for Todd.

2 10" Pizzas
( hers'* \ ( )nf lopping

Hil i a h
I \i ludf- iNhif nfhm
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$ GET PAID WELL $

(or 352-1673)

HIN.

!■■■■■.

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!
Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
3 bedroom/ 2 baths, Furnished, Close to Campus
_ __
OFF

$25 *Oiv

f>

Reduce your risk factors

FALL 1998 LISTS
NOW AVAILABLE!

3 Person Rate
Available
Now!
• Frazee Ave. Apts.
• East Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apts.

Total Rent per Month
'Limited time, Hurry!!!!

224 E. Wooster GREEN BRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Bowling Green,
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
OH 43402
Saturday 9am-1pm

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

Management Inc.

1 bdrm-830 Fourth St. (Willow
Mouse) Close to campus. Rent
starts 9 340/mo. +elec./gas.
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

1 Bdrm. 215E. PoeRd.
(Evergreen Apt.) very spacious,
laundry on site Rent starts O
340/mo..elec/gas Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Studio Apt. 215 E. PoeRd.
(Evergreen Apts) Laundry on site
utils. included. Rent Starts
0230/Mo. Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

1 bdrm 1082 Fairview Ave.
(Hillsdale Apt.) unique floors
design, vaulted ceilings, walk-in
closets. Rent starts O
350/mo -utils. Call 353-5800

1P|p

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Hours:
Monday - Friday

9a.m. - 5p.m.

AfMniiin.il topping*

"Be a part of a winning tradition"

Deliver the BG News
Excellent pay for 2-3 hours of hard
work Monday - Friday beginning at 6
a.m. MUST have reliable
transportation, clean driving record &
insurance. 2 year
commitment needed.

SUN-THURS I I -1.1111
FRI A SA1 II J.l'Mm

95

1-800-899-8070
Need a job next year?

IPizzQl
353-0044

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

Store it right here in
Bowling Green.
FOX Storage

(Limited number available)

LARGE PIZZA
CHEESE & ONE TOPPING

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Now hiring tor Summar Samaster
PanTima
Lass than ona block from Campus
JaVMR. STARTING PAY
3sniftsavalsD»
A Sh.h 7 00a m-10 00am
B Shift 10:1 Sam -1:15p.m.
C Shift: 1 30p m 4 Xp.m
Naw Flai Ibla Hours Aval labial
Possibility of working 2112 hours
and gattlng paid tor 31
354 8802
354-8703

Why Haul it
" Home?

nonary Maarl Piaaaaa
and Sfroaa
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Home City Ice

Dalfvar tha BG Nawa
EXCELLENT Pay lor 2-3 hra.
ol hard work Mon-Fn.
MUST hava raliabla transportation.
Insurance. A daan driving racord.
2 yr. commibnant. GET PAID
WELL a hava all day 4 waakanda
FREEI
Apply in parson 0 204 Wast Hall
8 30 1000am
Ask lor Todd.

American Heart
Association.'

COSMOS

Home City
Ice Company

-Unllad Parcal Sarvlea"
$500 Hiring Bonus
Mdmght Shifts Cal for datsals.
M.SOinour 4 graal bafWfta.
Cal UPS «? 419 881*820
To achadula an mtarviaw
-UnlVad Parcal Sarvlea"

HELP WANTED

/SL& i

Friday

• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball

' IS YOUP. RESUME LACKINOT
Find out why P4Q. IBM. Xan».» hundrada ol
othor top cornpantaa want ttudanta who hava
baan through our aummar tracing program.
Ovat 80% ol tha audanti uaing our piacamani
offica found caraar joba hut yaar. Avaraga
monthly tncoma S2174. Alt majors apply. Cat*
IBOO-307^839

Subleaser needed for summer. Call Don or
Todd at 352-5606.

*m

352-9951

Crahgrass Boys wilh the Sprags
Saturday
Terry Daividson and the Gears
Sunday (8 p.m.)
50th Anniversary WBGU-Rod's Collision

$1500 waaMy polantial mailing ou circulars
FraaInformation Call4l0-347.147S

Couch in good condition. No smoking stains 01
party left-overs. Please can 353-0002

WANTED
Ginger,
Good Luck with finals and eat plenty of bananas. They might help with English.

Jesse Currier Journalism Scholarship!
Way logo Larson!!!
ALPHA PHI * KRISTEN LARSON ' ALPHA
PHI

\/

1-2 summer subleasers needed lor May
15-Aug. 15. Own room. Close to campus. Willing to negotiate costs. Call 354-8310 or
3725526

Weds, at Kamikazes
Karaoke wilh Rich Michel
I0pm-2am. Free pool all night

Friday's at Kamikazes
25 cent draft 4-8pm
Your Friday afternoon destination
after class

Room ft Board for dean. neat, ft responsible
person. Price negotiable. Call 354-6117.

Need extra graduation tickets. Willing to pay
money. Please contact Angela at 352-9688 if
have any tickets

Thurs. at Kamikazes
Pitcher specials 7pm-2am

niHOpWinMM
S(i idoM PoraonrMl"
Tha Uravotary Sudani Union n looting B H
in Sudani Parasnnal Coordlnaior poaKon tor
tw Summar and 1M6-18M acadamlc yaar.
Computor knonKadpa. oroaiUadonal *u"i.
and iha aoiiiiy 10 work wnh otfws ara a muat.
Human Raaouroa or tntarpanonai Communlcaoon maiora pratorrad. If iniaraaaad a-mal
•dHoopa®bflnal bgau.adutpy Monday. May
<.lBS<bySpm.
"~BQ8U Studanla Only""

Looking lor 2-3 roomales for next school year
1220 E. Wooster St Close to campus For information can Sieve «T 353- 3183.

To place a c^assifeid ad call 372-6977
AOII * AOM' ACHI' AOII
Congfaliiaiiont to our newly installed alumnaei We love you A will miss you'
AOII * AOII' ACHI' AOII

U» Haaring Horn* 10 Cleveland tor t* Summer? Help pay IK Fall tuition or hava *m ttor
aummer 17/tir »5 MF No areeeanda » no
•xporMno* nootBUry. Modom OHOM In
CawMwx)Ar»C^I21S- 220-7117.

I need D sublease my tingle woman room, furnished, in Columbus. OH, Campus Area, very
cheap rent, uHMt included, until the end of
the third Quarter (also option after that}. Please
call (leave message) 218-663-4730 or
614-291 0666

Management Inc.

Saturday
9a.m. • 1p.m.

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Howling Green. OH 43402

1998/99 listing stop by
1045 N. Main St.
or call 353-5800.
Check out our web page
www.wcnet.org/~MECCA/

GOOD LUCK
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGERS
FOR 1998-99
Baden, Jason
Carlson. Eric
Cervenka, Julie
Collins, Kara
Crundwell, Jessica
Dobias, Adam
Evans, Charlotte
Freeman, Byron
Fross, Sonny
Hartz, Shannon
Luciano, Anthony
Masek, Stephanie
Masters, Eric
McKenney. Jessie
Minkkinen, Christine
Rice, Alison
Rigo, T. Sean
Shuster, Andrea
Sullivan, Shawn
Tebben, Kelly
Turner, Likina

Hunter College
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
University of Texas, San Antonio
University of New Mexico
Mesa State College
West Virginia University
University of Hawaii. Manoa
Southern University
New Mexico State University
University of Southern Colorado
Western Washington University
Montana Slate University
Oregon State University
University of Montana
California State University-San Luis Osbipo
University of Guam
Utah State University
California Stale University, Hayward
Towson University
College of Charleston
Virginia Tech

Yov Too CAN EXCHANGE AT ONC OF 148 Cousces
Acitoss THE UNITED STATES
Foil MOKE INFO CONTACT
National Student Exchange Program
310 Student Services
372-2451

The BG News

page 12
SlOOO's POSSIBLE TYPING Pan Timt.
Athom* ToM free (1)800 218 9000
Eit T-2076lorlittmijs

Help wanted Summer employment Market
research interviewing MR 5:00-9:00 pm F 4-8
pm. Sat. ll-3pm S. 3-7 pm. I6hrs. week mm.
352-8115 E209 5.50 per hr.

Babysitter rtajMed lor summer & lor neit
school y*ar tor my 3 yr. old twins & 16 mo. old
baby. t5mour. For days andrtx •vanmgs
Wawrvil*. OH (1S min from BG). Must have
own transportation Call collect anytime
419-678-4805

Home City Ice Company is now hmng tor these
positions: Route Dnvers, Production Slackers,
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call for details at
1 800-899-8070.

Babysitter for professor's toddlers.
Call 352-0189

Ideal part time office summer job 3 hrs daily
M-F Call Pastor Jenks. Community of Christ
Lutheran Church. 352-5101.

Camp Counaetor positions Want a meaningful
A rewarding job thai wil impact a child's life
tor«v«r* Join our YMCA staff Flexible pod
time hours avail bAv 6 30am-6 00pm WrxKIng with cnedren with A without disabilities For
more into contact Stephany Mulholand
©419-885 1700 or slop by at 5605 Monroe St
Syrvania to place an appecaaon.
CNWcare position tor Infant rm. hrs. 12-6
Please calf Water* He location 879-4190
CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask us howl
517-324-3090 ext C5544 5
Dancers 18 yrs or older
Thought of dancing? Try it make big «$ while
havmg fun. Toledo's best dub. Will train
FT/PT call now 419-476-9615.
DONT READ THIS if you like working tor minimum wage, staying home in Ohio, & seek secure, non-rewarding work. HOWEVER if you
want lo earn outstanding money ($6300) travel
across the county, A enjoy challenging yourself lo something completely worthwhile can
1-600-307-6639
Earn up lo $7000 working at Put-1 n-Biy
Insurance requires you to be at least 25 yrs.
old. Call Tues.-Fn after 100 pm. (419)
265-3030
Earn whUe you learn
Find out how you can make extra money while
in school. Work at your leisure any time you
want. Even when watching TV. Call
1 -688-662-1 726 to f^nd out how
Easy Street Cafe Now Hinng
Al positions apply m person between 2 6 5pm
Ext. painters wanted for summer $6-9/hr. No
esp. necessary. Toledo area. Call Man
Ql -600-879-2656 ext 220.
Ful or part lime construction worker. $7-8 per
hr. depending on experience. Cafl Dave or
Gary at 354-3996. Thompson Thompson Construction.
Full time babysitter tor summer.
Must be dependable- starting
June 8. 7:30am-3pm. $125nvk
Fw 8*12 yr old Cail Sandy 352-8096

Lifeguards warned. Portage Quarry. Accepting
apyecaflon tor summer employment Apply at
T-Square Graphics @ 121 S. Main St
Looking tor a job over the summer?
LIFEGUARD POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Recreational Sports
Applications available m the
SRC Main a«ce.
Apply NOW"
For more into. Can 372-7482.
LOOKING FOR FULL-TIME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
Did you know that one of the largest bakeries m
the U.S. Is located only 25 minutes south of
Bowling Green? We produce brand name
cookies and snack crackers and have full-time
summer positions immediately open in our
Packaging and Mixing Departments. No special skills needed.
WE PAY $7.00 PER HOUR PLUS SHIFT
PREMIUM
ATTENDANCE INCENTIVE BAKERY DISCOUNT
CONSOLIDATED BISCUIT COMPANY
312 Rader Rd.. McCornb. OH 45858
419-293-2911. Ext. 232
Mac workers needed tor summer help for local
motel Approx 30 hrs. per week. Painting, lawn
work, dean up. etc. Apply 8-4. Buckeye Budget
Motor Inn 352 1S20
PART-TIME

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER
Are you looking tor part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance lo
BG.S.U. campus? Interested in working various unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging,
etc.? Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour. Appty in
person between the hours ol 900 am and 5 00
pm (Monday-Friday) at:
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428CloughSf.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Seasonal Employment Opportunity
Brandywine Country Club is currently m need
of filling several positions in our Golf Operations Dept. Bag-Cart-Range Attendants
needed. Must be available weekdays and
weekends Hourly rate plus gratuity Apply at
the Golf Shop - Brandywine Country Club 6904
Salisbury Rd Maumee. OH 43537.
Telephone interviewing. No selling-part-ame,
mostly evengs-wkends. In Perrysburg. Fie*.
scheduling A relaxed atmosphere. 674-5842.
The KEY Yearbook is accepting applications
for section editors tor next school year. Section
editors write feature stones, edit, take photographs and perform page layout and design
using pagemaker. Sections covered include.
campus life, academics, campus organizeDona, sporn and seniors. Editors gain great
experience and build their resume's while
working a flexible schedule of 5-6 hours/week.
Paid and volunteer positions available. Call
Mike @ 372-6635 tor more into, or slop by 26
West Hall.

1027 N. Main 352-4178

1994 Ford Ranger XLT 62,000mi 4.0 V6 air
auO. Aboy wheels $7500 Call 872 8749
1994. 70.000 mi. Honda One EX 2dr 5 spd.
power everything. New tires. $9200 Call
872-8749
1996 Suzuki Katana 650 Low miles $4400.
287-3316.
2 wooden dressers, 1 desk. 1 bookshelf. 1
2-seater couch. $50 for everything or buy individual item. Call Jason anytime 353 8286
2-150 Wan Carpet tweed Spkrs. Never used* 3
yr. warr. $6l0/or best offer. 353-4214.
CARS FOR $100
Seized A sold locally this month
Trucks. 4 ■ 4 s, etc.
1-800-522-2730 e*t 4558.

Avail. 8/1/90-2 Bedrm Townhouae at 134
University Lane. $650.00 * pas $ electric; 1
Bedrm Aptat 128 University Lane. $425.00 irtdudet all uol; Efficiency Apt. at 1 1/2 University Lane, $295.00 • eiectnc; 2 Bedrm House
at 829 Fifth St. $650 00 ♦ uol One year leases
only. Call 352-8371 tor more information.

Room tor rent- Fall and/or tummar 1/2 block
from camput. $260/mo inciud uW 353-5277.
altar 230.

'Close to camput
• Efficienasa
* 1 Bedroom
*2Bedroom
Turnisned
' Unfurnished
Summer and Fall Leases
John Newtove Real Estate
319 E. Woo star St.
354-2260

2 bdrm. turn or unfurn. aptt.
705 7th St. $550 entire summer
12 unit apartment buildings
96-99 school year lease
$500 per month
FREE heal, water, sewer
gaaarvJHBOUl
354 0914

2 Bedroom, 2 car garage, will accom 2-4
people, turn 702 4th St. Gat, central air,
wathar/dryer facility. $770 mo. ♦ mils.
354-2077 Of (418) 385-1964 Ive. maag.
2 tubleatera needed May-Aug. Free ArC.
gat.water. and sewage. In house laundry facility. Fum. $257/mo. Own room Dishwasher.
Call 353-0378.

11234 N. Main St. 354-0558

Primary Colors (R)
1:00 / 4:00 7:00 10:00
•The Big Hit (R)
5:0S 7:15 10:5

°

•Paulle (PG)
12:55 3:10/5:20 7:30 9:35

■.

ii' il i final

Southside Self Storage. 993 S Mam
5X10.10X10.10X15avail. 10%discounl
when you prepay thru Aug. 30 353-8208.

Female roomaie for 98-99. Own room, own
ballroom. Call 372-3040.
Female sublessor needed tor summer Call
352-9061 atk for Natalie.

Sublease™ needed for May 17ivAug i9th
800 3rd St 2 bdrm. Free AC. Pnce negotiable
353-1462

Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St. under new
management. A/C, laundry rm. 1 bedim fum.
$380 S else 2 bedrm. turn. $480 a else
354-8740 or 352-2214.

SUMMER RENTALS
Aval1 5/17/98 to 8/8/98
Rant - $230 to $565 lor
the whole summer.
Rooms. Efficiencies. One Bedrooms
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3-9E WootlsrSt
354-2260

Houaee for rent:The following houses are tor
rent tor 96-99 school year. All 12 mo. leases,
tenants pay all util, sac. dap., parental guarantee raq.. no pete.
1.730 Elm-2 BR avail. 5/15/98 Rent
$510/mo. collected quarterly, phone
354«95 ask tenants to view.
2.217 S. College 3 BR house avail 8/23/98
Rent $575/mo. collected quarterly. Phone
354-3271 ask tenants to view.
3.316 Ridge-Large 2 BR house avail
5/20/98. Rent $600/mo collected quarterly
Phone 353- 5032 ask tenant! to view.
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2654.
Locally owned and managed.

To rent 608 1/2 Eatt Wootter 2 bdrm Directly
acrost from camput. 850/mo parking.
234 South College 2 bdrm 750/mo. Walking
distance to camput. Parking.
Other units avail Phone 352-8236
V. nice 2 BR townhouse w/hardwood floors,
carpel, w.l. closet, v. dote to camput. For sublet w/opt. to renew Avail. now-$S50/mo.
Andy ©352-4056.

Low summer rates
on 2 bedrooms
Call 352-9378

'i/a olio*/
PIxxa
CALL NOW!
Since 1964

A r Woodland
CINEMA
5 Man

?.-'5Oi9 '

Roomi for rent in BG home.
Grad malet prat. Please call 352-1631
or 354-6701 leave message.

Available Aug. 1 1998.3 bdrm. house Close lo
BGSU. $600/mo Call 686-4861.

2 BEDROOM DUPLEX-311 N. CHURCH ST
SUMMER TERM
1 CAR-PORT « OFF STREET PARKING
$399 . UTIL (TIE SvCALL 353-6907

^MMr-Rn

0

One male subleaser needed tor summer. Nice
apt Close to campus Must be cool CaliDenck
at 352• 14 76 cheap 6 negotiable.

Apartments Available

Cinemark Theatres

1

3 BEDROOM DUPLEX 309 N CHURCH ST
SUMMER SESSION ONLY
2CAR PORTS6 OFF-STREET PARKING
$540 . UTILITIES/CALL 353 8907

Owner Will Share
Large House in BG
Prefer Gradual* Students.
Protestors, or Exchange Students.
Large Bedrooms. 2 Wood-Burning Fireplaces
Laundry, Kitchen. Large Wooded Property
$250 includes utilities. 352-5523

1 -2 br/lurn J unfurn. $410 to $520
Call 354-6036

1987 VW GTI. Charcoal gray Good cond.
$3500 080.352-6844

Male roomaie needed May-Aug $500 • gas 6
•lee. Own room, furnished Call Mike
0352-1316.

Apartment lor ranlrtummer
Furnished efficiency w/full kitchen
Quiet, close to camput. laundry across
parking lot. Available May 9th 354-4255.

1 bdrm unit. $264 plus util. 2 blocks from camput. Avail. May 15. 287-4158 evenings
287-4926 days

FOR SALE

2-4 subieasers needed May-Aug. 2 bdrm apt
AC/Balcony/on sight laundry/only alectnctons of storage $400/mo. Call 354-6357

FOR RENT

Weekend custodial help wanted for summer
student union. 7-11 am Sal. A Sunday. Call
Carol ©372-2596

«^»^—«M^^

Black Dog (R)
1£4|2:55 / 5:00 7:20 9450
Object of My Affection (R?
..illS.1 4:15 7:10 9:45

Great Food & tee Cream

Med. Qming tbl S30. lull mat/box tprgt. $50.
Pull-out ooucMMd J50. Study tabie/cnair.
•SO. 6 Orwr. drer J50 OBO Karen 352-8599

1 bdrm apt. luly furnished. 2nd Si close lo
campus. May-Aug. $660 whole summer.
354-2368.

Faculty, Staff, and Students
GOOD ALL YEAR

HOUSE FOR SALE
2 BR f bath t/2 Woe* form camput Many updates Great investment lor BGSU parent. 143
BakMm Open House. Sal 3 5 352-7779

VAN DRIVER • Part-time, summer position.
Provide transportation to and from social service agency. Must be between the ages of
21 -65. possess a valid Ohio drivers license and
an excellent driving record. Salary $7 69 per
hour. Submit resume to Children's Resource
Center. P.O. Box 738. Bowling Green. OH
43402.

Salesperson to sail smoked meat
products to the retail sector We
offer wage * commission. One week
paid vacation, insurance, interested
persons should call 353-0783 or send resume
to: PO Box 46. Bowling Green, OH.

Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.

Friday, May 1, 1998

Woody Harrefeon

MarisaTornei

Wekometo
Sarajevo R
FK7.-00 9:1511:30
SatSun 2.-00 4:15 7H» 9:15

Voted Best Pizza.
1998 Beyond BG
People's Choice
Award

352-5166

LARGE 1 ITEM

$700
Free Deliver)
VI.IMI Minimum

Open Weekdays 4p.m.
I llllvll III. Sill. Sill

Bo* Office Opens at 4:00 p.m.
' Sorry No Passes or Supcrsavers

ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

Before gou head off for the summer
make sure you have the cash to mahe
it even more fun....
BooK bug bach has now begun at

Bee Gee Book Store
•We pay top price for used texts
•We also pay top wholesale prices for
current editions no longer used at BGSU

353-2252
Hours:
(1-F 9 am-5:30 pm
SAt. 9 A.m-5 pm

Chech out our selection of BGSU apparel & last
minute gifts for graduation.

Congratulations
Class of 19951
sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
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